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Important Changes 
Caution:  As this publication was being pre-
pared for print, Congress was considering tax
law changes that could affect your 1995 tax
return and 1996 estimated taxes. These
changes include:
● Capital gains and losses, and
● Sale of your home.

See Publication 553, Highlights of 1995 Tax
Changes, for further developments. Informa-
tion on these changes will also be available
electronically through our bulletin board or via
the Internet (see page 34 of the Form 1040
Instructions).

Important Reminders 
Investing in small business stock.  Begin-
ning in 1998, investments in certain small busi-
ness stock held more than 5 years will qualify



for a special tax benefit. If you sell or ex- There is no test or group of tests to prove
what the parties intended when they made thechange the stock at a gain, only one-half of the 1. agreement. You should consider each agree-gain will be subject to federal income tax. For
ment based on its own facts and circum-information on qualifying stock, see chapter 4
stances. For more information on leases, seeof Publication 550, Investment Income and Transfers of
chapter 7 in Publication 535, BusinessExpenses.
Expenses.Property
Cancellation of a lease.  Payments receivedDispositions of U.S. real property interests
by a tenant for the cancellation of a lease areTopicsby foreign persons.  If you are a foreign per-
treated as an amount realized from the sale ofThis chapter discusses:son or firm and you sell or otherwise dispose
property. Payments received by a landlord

● Sales and exchangesof a U.S. real property interest, the buyer (or
(lessor) for the cancellation of a lease are es-

other transferee) may have to withhold income ● Foreclosures and repossessions sentially a substitute for rental payments and
tax on the amount you receive for the property are taxed as ordinary income.● Involuntary conversions
(including cash, fair market value of other

● Nontaxable exchangesproperty, and any assumed liability). Corpora-
Copyrights.  Amounts you receive for grant-tions, partnerships, trusts, and estates may ● Rollover of capital gain
ing the exclusive use or right to exploit a copy-also have to withhold on certain U.S. real prop-
right throughout its life in a particular mediumerty interests they distribute to you. You must Useful Items are treated as received from the sale of prop-report these dispositions and distributions and You may want to see: erty. It does not matter if the payment is a fixedany income tax withheld on your U.S. income
amount or a percentage of receipts from the

tax return. Publication sale, performance, exhibition, or publication of
For more information on dispositions of □ 523 Selling Your Home the copyrighted work, or an amount based on

U.S. real property interests, get Publication the number of copies sold, performances□ 547 Nonbusiness Disasters,519, U.S. Tax Guide for Aliens. given, or exhibitions made. Nor does it matterCasualties, and Thefts
if it is paid over the same period as that cover-

□ 550 Investment Income and Expenses
ing the grantee’s use of the copyrighted work.

□ 551 Basis of Assets If the property is used in your trade or busi-
ness and you hold it for more than a year, the□ 908 Tax Information on BankruptcyIntroduction gain or loss is a section 1231 gain or loss. For
more information, see Section 1231 PropertyForm (and Instructions)
in chapter 4.□ Schedule D (Form 1040) Capital

If you transfer property, you may have a gain Gains and Losses
or loss on the transaction. However, not all Easements.  Granting or selling an easement

□ 4797 Sales of Business Propertytransactions result in taxable gains or deducti- is usually not  a sale of property. Instead, the
□ 8824 Like-Kind Exchangesble losses. This publication explains how to amount received for the easement is sub-

figure whether you have a gain or loss on vari- tracted from the basis of the property. If only a
ous transactions, and the effect it has on your part of the entire tract of property is perma-

If you sell, exchange, or otherwise disposetaxes. nently affected by the easement, only the ba-
of your property, you usually have a gain or a sis of that part is reduced by the amount re-
loss. This chapter explains some of the rules ceived. If it is impossible or impractical to
for determining whether any gain you have is separate the basis of the part of the propertyOrdering publications and forms.  To order taxable, and whether any loss you have is on which the easement is granted, the basis of

free publications and forms, call 1–800–TAX– deductible.
the whole property is reduced by the amount

FORM (1-800-829-3676). Or you can write to
received.Sale of home.  Report the sale, exchange, orthe IRS Forms Distribution Center nearest

Any amount received that is more than theother disposition of your main home on Formyou. Check your income tax package for the
basis to be reduced is a taxable gain. The2119, Sale of Your Home. If you have a gain,address. transaction is reported as a sale of property.you may be able to postpone paying tax on allIf you have access to a personal computer If you transfer a perpetual easement foror part of it, or you may be able to make a one-and a modem, you can also get many forms consideration and do not keep any beneficialtime election to exclude all or part of it. For in-and publications electronically. See How To interest in the part of the property affected byformation, get Publication 523, Selling YourGet Forms and Publications in your income tax the easement, the transaction will be treatedHome.package for details. as a sale of property. However, if you make a
qualified conservation contribution of a restric-
tion or easement granted in perpetuity, it isSales and Exchanges treated as a charitable contribution and not aTelephone help.  You can call the IRS with
sale or exchange even though you keep ayour tax question Monday through Friday dur- The following discussions describe the kinds
beneficial interest in the property affected bying regular business hours. Check your tele- of transactions that are treated as sales or ex-
the easement.changes and explain how to figure gain orphone book for the local number or you can

If you grant an easement on your propertyloss. A sale is a transfer of property for moneycall 1–800–829–1040.
(for example, a right-of-way over it) under con-or a mortgage, note, or other promise to pay
demnation or threat of condemnation, you aremoney. An exchange is a transfer of property
considered to have made a forced sale, evenfor other property or services.

Telephone help for hearing-impaired per- though you keep the legal title. Although you
sons.  If you have access to TDD equipment, figure gain or loss on the easement in theSale or lease.  Some agreements that seem
you can call 1–800–829–4059 with your tax same way as a sale of property, the gain orto be leases may really be conditional sales
question or to order forms and publications. loss is treated as a gain or loss from a con-contracts. The intention of the parties to the
See your tax package for the hours of demnation. See Gain or Loss From Condem-agreement can help you distinguish between a
operation. nations, later.sale or lease.
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Transferred property to satisfy debt.  A liabilities that were assumed by the buyer and all interests in the property are disposed of at
transfer of property to satisfy a debt is an any liabilities to which the property you trans- the same time.
exchange. ferred is subject, such as real estate taxes or a Example 1.  Your father dies, and leaves

mortgage. his farm to you for life with a remainder interest
Extended note maturity date.  The exten- If the liabilities relate to an exchange of to your younger brother. You decide to sell
sion of a note’s maturity date is not treated as multiple properties, see Multiple Property Ex- your life interest in the farm. The entire amount
an exchange of an outstanding note for a new changes, and its discussion Treatment of lia- you receive is a taxable gain. Your basis in the
and different note. Nor is it a closed and com- bilities, later. farm is disregarded.
pleted transaction on which gain or loss is fig- Fair market value.  Fair market value

Example 2.  The facts are the same as inured. This treatment will not apply when (FMV) is the price at which the property would
Example 1, except that your brother joins youchanges in the term of the note are so signifi- change hands between a buyer and a seller
in selling the farm. Because the entire interestcant as to amount virtually to the issuance of a when both have reasonable knowledge of all
in the property is sold, your basis in the farm isnew security. Also, each case must be deter- the necessary facts and neither has to buy or
not disregarded. Your gain or loss is the differ-mined by its own facts. sell. If parties with adverse interests place a
ence between your share of the sales pricevalue on property in an arm’s-length transac-
and your adjusted basis in the farm.Transfers on death.  The transfer of property tion, that is strong evidence of FMV. If there is

to an executor or administrator on the death of a stated price for services, this price is treated
Canceling a sale of real property.  If you sellan individual is not a sale or exchange. as the FMV, unless there is evidence to the
real property under a sales contract that al-contrary.

Bankruptcy.  Generally, a transfer of property lows the buyer to return the property for a fullExample.  In your business, you used a
from a debtor to a bankruptcy estate is not refund and the buyer does so, you may notbuilding that cost you $70,000. You made cer-
treated as a sale or exchange. For more infor- have to recognize gain or loss on the sale. Iftain permanent improvements at a cost of
mation, see The Bankruptcy Estate in Publica- the buyer returns the property in the year of$20,000 and deducted depreciation totaling
tion 908. sale, no gain or loss is recognized. This can-$10,000. You sold the building for $100,000,

cellation of the sale in the same year it oc-plus property having a fair market value of
curred places both you and the buyer in the$20,000. The buyer assumed your real estateGain or Loss From
same positions you were in before the sale. Iftaxes of $3,000 and a mortgage of $17,000 onSales and Exchanges the buyer returns the property in a later taxthe building. The selling expenses were

Gain or loss is usually realized when property year, however, you must recognize gain (or$4,000. Your gain on the sale is figured as
is sold or exchanged. A gain is the excess of loss, if allowed) in the year of the sale. Whenfollows:
the amount you realize from a sale or ex- the property is returned in a later year, you ac-
change of property over its adjusted basis. A Amount realized: quire a new basis in the property. That basis is
loss is the excess of the adjusted basis of the Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100,000 equal to the amount you pay to the buyer.
property over the amount you realize. FMV of property

received . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,000
Real estate taxes

Table 1-1. How to Figure a Gain or (assumed by Foreclosures and
Loss buyer) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,000 Repossessions Mortgage (assumed by

If: Then: buyer) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,000 If the borrower (buyer) does not make pay-
Amount realized . . . . . . . . . . $140,000 ments due on a loan secured by property, the

Adjusted basis is more You have a loss
Adjusted basis: lender (mortgagee or creditor) may foreclosethan amount realized

Cost of building . . . . . . . . . . . $ 70,000 on the mortgage or repossess the property.
Improvements . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,000 The foreclosure or repossession is treated asAmount realized is You have a gain

a sale or exchange from which the borrowerTotal $ 90,000more than adjusted
may realize gain or loss (discussed next). ThisMinus: Depreciation . . . . . . 10,000basis
is true even if the property is voluntarily re-Adjusted basis . . . . . . . . . . . $ 80,000
turned to the lender.Plus: Selling expenses . . . 4,000 84,000

Gain on sale $ 56,000
Gain or loss on foreclosure or reposses-

Basis.  The cost or purchase price of property sion.  The borrower’s gain or loss from the
is usually its basis for figuring the gain or loss foreclosure or repossession described previ-

Amount recognized.  Your gain or loss real-from its sale or other disposition. However, if ously is generally figured and reported in the
ized from a sale or exchange of property isyou got the property by gift, inheritance, or in same way as gain or loss from sales or ex-usually a recognized gain or loss for tax pur-some way other than buying it, you must use a changes. The gain or loss is the difference be-poses. Recognized gains must be included inbasis other than its cost.  See Other Basis in tween the borrower’s adjusted basis of thegross income. Recognized losses are deducti-Publication 551. transferred property and the amount realized.ble from gross income. However, your gain orAdjusted basis.  The adjusted basis of See Gain or Loss From Sales and Exchanges,loss realized from certain exchanges of prop-property is your original cost or other basis earlier.erty is not recognized for tax purposes. Seeplus certain additions, and minus certain de- Amount realized on a nonrecourseNontaxable Exchanges later. Also, a loss fromductions such as depreciation and casualty debt.  If the borrower is not personally liablethe disposition of property held for personallosses. See Adjusted Basis in Publication 551.

for repaying the debt (nonrecourse debt) se-use is not deductible.In determining gain or loss, the cost of trans-
cured by the transferred property, the amountferring property to a new owner, such as sell-
realized by the borrower includes the fullLife estates, etc.  The amount you realizeing expenses, is added to the adjusted basis
amount of the debt canceled by the transfer.from the disposition of a life interest in prop-of the property.
The full amount of the canceled debt is in-erty, an interest in property for a set number of
cluded even if the property’s fair market valueyears, or an income interest in a trust, is a tax-Amount realized.  The amount you realize
is less than the canceled debt.able gain if you got the interest as a gift, inheri-from a sale or exchange is the total of all

Example 1.  In 1992, Chris purchased atance, or in a transfer from a spouse or formermoney you receive plus the fair market value
new car for $15,000. He paid $2,000 down andspouse if incident to a divorce. Your basis inof all property or services you receive. The
borrowed the remaining $13,000 from thethe property is zero. This rule does not apply ifamount you realize also includes any of your
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dealer’s credit company. Chris is not person- income is $10,000 ($180,000 –  $170,000). the loss on your tax return for the year you re-
alize it. (You cannot deduct a loss from an in-ally liable on the loan (nonrecourse), but This is the part of the canceled debt not in-
voluntary conversion of property you held forpledges the new car as security. In 1995, the cluded in the amount realized. Ann figures her
personal use, unless it resulted from a casu-credit company repossessed the car because gain or loss on the foreclosure by comparing
alty or theft.)he stopped making loan payments. The bal- the amount realized ($170,000) with her ad-

However, depending on the type of prop-ance due after taking into account the pay- justed basis ($200,000). She has a $30,000
erty you receive, you may not have to report aments Chris made was $10,000. The car’s fair nondeductible loss.
gain on an involuntary conversion. You do notmarket value when repossessed was $9,000.
report the gain if you receive property that isThe amount Chris realized on the reposses- Seller’s (lender’s) gain or loss on repos-
similar or related in service or use to the con-sion is $10,000. That amount is the debt can- session.  If you finance a buyer’s purchase of
verted property. Your basis for the new prop-celed by the repossession, even though he is property and later acquire an interest in it
erty is the same as your basis for the con-not personally liable for the loan and the car’s through foreclosure or repossession, you may
verted property. The gain on the involuntaryfair market value is less than $10,000. Chris have a gain or loss on the acquisition. For
conversion is deferred until a taxable sale orfigures his gain or loss on the repossession by more information, see Repossessions in Publi-
exchange occurs.comparing the amount realized ($10,000) with cation 537.

If you receive money or property that is nothis adjusted basis ($15,000). He has a $5,000
similar or related in service or use to the invol-nondeductible loss. Cancellation of debt.  If property that is re-
untarily converted property, you can choose toExample 2.  In 1990, Ann paid $200,000 possessed or foreclosed upon secures a debt
postpone reporting the gain if you buy qualify-for her home. She paid $15,000 down and bor- for which you are personally liable (recourse
ing replacement property.rowed the remaining $185,000 from a bank. debt), you generally must report, as ordinary

This publication explains the treatment of aAnn is not personally liable on the loan (nonre- income, the amount by which the canceled
gain or loss from a condemnation or disposi-course debt), but pledges the house as secur- debt exceeds the fair market value of the prop-
tion under the threat of condemnation. If youity. In 1995, the bank foreclosed on the loan erty. This income is separate from any gain or
have a gain or loss from the destruction orbecause Ann stopped making payments. loss realized from the foreclosure or reposses-
theft of nonbusiness property, see PublicationWhen the bank foreclosed on the loan, the sion. Report the income from cancellation of a
547. If you have a gain or loss from the de-balance due was $180,000 and the fair market business debt as business income. Report the
struction or theft of business property, seevalue of the house was $170,000. The amount income from cancellation of a nonbusiness
chapter 25 in Publication 334, Tax Guide forAnn realized on the foreclosure is $180,000, debt as miscellaneous income on line 21,
Small Business.the debt canceled by the foreclosure. She Form 1040.

figures her gain or loss by comparing the However, income from cancellation of debt
amount realized ($180,000) with her adjusted Condemnations is not taxed if the cancellation is intended as a
basis ($200,000). She has a $20,000 nonde- gift, if the debt is qualified farm indebtedness Condemnation is the process by which private
ductible loss. (see chapter 4 of Publication 225, Farmer’s property is legally taken for public use without

Amount realized on a recourse debt.  If Tax Guide) or qualified real property indebted- the owner’s consent. The property may be
the borrower is personally liable for the debt ness (see  chapter 6 of Publication 334, Tax taken by the federal government, a state gov-
(recourse debt), the amount realized on the Guide for Small Business), or if you are insol- ernment, a political subdivision, or a private or-
foreclosure or repossession does not include vent or bankrupt (see Publication 908, Tax In- ganization that has the power to legally take it.
the amount of the canceled debt that is in- formation on Bankruptcy). The owner receives a condemnation award
come to the borrower from cancellation of (money or property) in exchange for the prop-
debt. However, if the fair market value of the erty taken. A condemnation is like a forcedForms 1099–A and 1099–C.  A lender who
transferred property is less than the canceled sale, the owner being the seller and the con-acquires an interest in your property in a fore-
debt, the amount realized by the borrower in- demning authority being the buyer.closure or repossession should send you
cludes the canceled debt up to the fair market Form 1099–A showing information you need Example.  A local government authorized
value of the property. The borrower is treated to figure your gain or loss. However, if the to acquire land for public parks told you that it
as receiving ordinary income from the can- lender also cancels part of your debt and must wished to acquire your property. After the local
celed debt for that part of the debt not in- file Form 1099-C, the lender may include the government took action to condemn your
cluded in the amount realized. See Cancella- information about the foreclosure or reposses- property, you went to court to keep it. But the
tion of debt. sion on that form instead of on Form 1099-A. court decided in favor of the local government,

Example 1.  Assume the same facts as in The lender must file Form 1099-C and send which took your property and paid you an
the previous Example 1 except that Chris is you a copy if the amount of debt canceled is amount fixed by the court. This is a condemna-
personally liable for the car loan (recourse $600 or more and the lender is a financial insti- tion of private property for public use.
debt). In this case, the amount he realizes is tution, credit union, or federal government
$9,000. This is the amount of the canceled agency. For foreclosures or repossessions oc- Threat of condemnation.  A threat of con-
debt ($10,000) up to the car’s fair market value curring in 1995, these forms should be sent to demnation exists if a representative of a gov-
($9,000). He is also treated as receiving ordi- you by January 31, 1996. ernment body or a public official authorized to
nary income from cancellation of debt. That in- acquire property for public use tells you that
come is $1,000 ($10,000– $9,000). This is the the government body or official has decided to
part of the canceled debt not included in the acquire your property. You must have reason-Involuntaryamount realized. Chris figures his gain or loss able grounds to believe that, if you do not sell
on the repossession by comparing the amount voluntarily, your property will be condemned.Conversions realized ($9,000) with his adjusted basis The sale of your property to someone
($15,000). He has a $6,000 nondeductible An involuntary conversion occurs when your other than the condemning authority qualifies
loss. property is destroyed, stolen, condemned, or as an involuntary conversion, provided you

disposed of under the threat of condemnation, have reasonable grounds to believe that yourExample 2.  Assume the same facts as in
and you receive other property or money in property will be condemned. If the buyer of thisExample 2 above except that Ann is person-
payment, such as insurance or a condemna- property knows at the time of purchase that itally liable for the loan (recourse debt). In this
tion award. Involuntary conversions are also will be condemned and sells it to the con-case, the amount she realizes is $170,000.
called involuntary exchanges. demning authority, this sale also qualifies asThis is the amount of the canceled debt

Gain or loss from an involuntary conver- an involuntary conversion.($180,000) up to the house’s fair market value
sion of your property is usually recognized, for($170,000). She is also treated as receiving or- Reports of condemnation.  A threat of
tax purposes. You report the gain or deductdinary income from cancellation of debt. That condemnation exists if you learn of a decision
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to acquire your property for public use through Payments to relocate.  Payments you re- property. See the later discussion, Postpone-
ceive to relocate and replace housing be- ment of Gain. You can also make this choice ifa report in a newspaper or other news me-
cause you have been displaced from your you spend the severance damages, togetherdium, and this report is confirmed by a repre-
home, business, or farm as a result of federal with other money you received for the con-sentative of the government body or public of-
or federally assisted programs are not part of demned property, to acquire nearby propertyficial involved. You must have reasonable
the condemnation award. Do not include them that will allow you to continue your business. Ifgrounds to believe that they will take neces-
in your income. Replacement housing pay- suitable nearby property is not available andsary steps to condemn your property if you do
ments used to buy new property are included you are forced to sell the remaining propertynot sell voluntarily. If you relied on oral state-
in the property’s basis as part of your cost. and relocate in order to continue your busi-ments made by a government representative

ness, see Related property voluntarily sold,or public official, the Internal Revenue Service
Severance damages.  Severance damages earlier.may ask you to get written confirmation of the
are not part of the award paid for the property If you restore the remaining property to itsstatements.
condemned. They are compensation paid to former usefulness, you can treat the cost of re-Example.  Your property lies along public you if part of your property is condemned and storing it as the cost of replacement property.

utility lines. The utility company has the au- the value of the part you keep is decreased
thority to condemn your property. They notify because of the condemnation. Expenses of obtaining a condemnationyou that they intend to acquire your property For example, you may receive severance award and severance damages.  Subtractby negotiation or condemnation. A threat of damages if your property is subject to flooding the expenses of obtaining a condemnationcondemnation exists when you receive their because you sell flowage easement rights (the award, such as legal, engineering, and ap-notice. condemned property) under threat of condem- praisal fees, from the amount of the total

nation. Severance damages may also be award. Also subtract the expenses of ob-
Related property voluntarily sold.  A volun- given to you if, because part of your property is taining severance damages from the sever-
tary sale of your property may be treated as a condemned for a highway, you must replace ance damages paid to you. If you cannot de-
forced sale that qualifies as an involuntary fences, dig new wells or ditches, or plant trees termine which part of your expenses is for
conversion if the property had a substantial to restore your remaining property to the same each part of the condemnation proceeds, you
economic relationship to property of yours usefulness it had before the condemnation. must make a proportionate allocation.

The contracting parties should agree onthat was condemned. A substantial economic
Example.  You receive a condemnationthe amount of the severance damages andrelationship exists if together the properties

award and severance damages. One-fourth ofput that in writing. If this is not done, all pro-were one economic unit. You must also show
the total was designated as severance dam-ceeds from the condemning authority are con-that the condemned property could not rea-
ages in your agreement with the condemningsidered awarded for your condemnedsonably or adequately be replaced. You can
authority. You had legal expenses for the en-property.choose to postpone reporting the gain by buy-
tire condemnation proceeding. You cannotYou may not make a completely new allo-ing replacement property. See Postponement
determine how much of your legal expenses iscation of the total award after the transactionof Gain, later.
for each part of the condemnation proceeds.is completed. However, you may show how
You must allocate one-fourth of your legal ex-much of the award both parties intended forCondemnation award.  A condemnation penses to the severance damages and theseverance damages. The severance dam-award is the money you are paid or the value other three-fourths to the award for the con-ages part of the award is determined from allof other property you receive for your con- demned property.the facts and circumstances.demned property. The award is also the

Example.  You sold part of your property toamount you are paid for the sale of your prop- Special assessment withheld.  When part ofthe state under threat of condemnation. Theerty under threat of condemnation. your property is condemned and you do to re-contract you and the condemning authorityAmounts  wi thhe ld  f rom award . ceive severance damages, you must reducesigned showed only the total purchase price. ItAmounts withheld from the award to pay your the condemnation award by any amount with-did not specify a fixed sum for severance dam-debts are considered paid to you. Amounts held because of a special assessment leviedages. However, at settlement, the condemn-paid directly to the holder of a mortgage or against the remaining property. An assess-ing authority gave you closing papers showingother lien (claim) against your property are ment may be levied if the remaining part ofclearly the part of the purchase price that waspart of your award, even though the debt at- your property benefited by the improvementfor severance damages. You may treat thistaches to the property and is not your personal resulting from the condemnation. Examples ofpart as severance damages.liability. improvements that may cause a special as-
sessment are widening a street and installingExample.  The state condemned your Treatment of severance damages.  Your net
a sewer.property for public use. The award was set at severance damages are treated as the

The assessment must be withheld from the$200,000. The state paid you only $148,000 amount realized from an involuntary conver-
award. The award cannot be reduced by anybecause it paid $50,000 to your mortgage sion of the remaining part of your property. To
assessment levied after the award is made,holder and $2,000 accrued real estate taxes. figure that amount, you must first reduce your
even if the assessment is levied in the sameYou are considered to have received the en- severance damages by your expenses in ob-
year the award is made.tire $200,000 as a condemnation award. taining the damages. You then reduce them by

Net condemnation award.  A net con- Example.  To widen the street in front ofany special assessment levied against the re-
demnation award is the total award you re- your home, the city condemned 25 feet of yourmaining part of the property if the assessment
ceived, or are considered to have received, for land. You were awarded $5,000 for this andwas withheld from the award by the condemn-
the condemned property minus your expenses spent $300 to get the award. Before payinging authority. The balance is your net sever-
of obtaining the award. If only a part of your the award, the city levied a special assess-ance damages.
property was condemned, you must also re- ment of $700 for the street improvementYou reduce the basis of the remaining
duce the award by any any special assess- against your remaining property. The city thenproperty by your net severance damages. If
ment levied against the part of the property paid you only $4,300. Your net award is $4,000the amount of severance damages is based
you retain. This is discussed later under Spe- ($5,000 total award minus $300 expenses inon damage to a specific part of the property
cial assessment withheld. obtaining the award and minus $700 for theyou kept, you may reduce the basis of only

special assessment withheld).Interest on award.  If the condemning au- that part by the net severance damages.
thority pays you interest for its delay in paying If the $700 special assessment were notIf your net severance damages are more
your award, it is not part of the condemnation withheld from the award, and you were paidthan the basis of your retained property, you
award. You must report the interest separately $5,000, your net award would be $4,700have a gain. You can choose to postpone re-

($5,000 minus $300). The net award is notas ordinary income. porting the gain by purchasing replacement
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changed, even if you later paid the assess- Resi- Busi- postpone reporting gain on the sale. You must
ment from the amount you received. dential ness meet the requirements explained earlier under

Severance damages received.  If sever- part part Related property voluntarily sold. You can
ance damages are included in the condemna- postpone reporting all your gain if the replace-Amount of award received $12,000 $12,000
tion proceeds, you must first reduce them by ment property costs at least as much as theMinus: Legal expenses, $200 100 100
any special assessment withheld. Any bal- amount realized from the sale, plus your netNet condemnation award $11,900 $11,900
ance of the special assessment is used to re- condemnation award (if resulting in gain), plus

Minus:duce the condemnation award. your net severance damages, if any (if result-
Adjusted basis of residential ing in gain).Example.  You were awarded $4,000 for

part:the condemnation of your property and $1,000
1/2 of original cost, $25,000 $12,500 Buying replacement property from a re-for severance damages. You spent $300 to
1/2 of cost of roof, $1,000 500 lated party.  A C corporation cannot postponeobtain the severance damages. A special as-

Adjusted basis, residential part $13,000 reporting gain from a condemnation of itssessment of $800 was withheld from the
property occurring after February 5, 1995, if itaward. The $1,000 severance damages are Adjusted basis of business
buys the replacement property from a relatedreduced to zero by first subtracting the $300 part:
party. This rule also applies to a partnership inexpenses and then $700 of the special as- 1/2 of original cost, $25,000 $12,500
which more than 50% of the capital or profitssessment. Your $4,000 award for the con- 1/2 of cost of roof, $1,000 500
interest is owned by C corporations. However,demned property is reduced by the $100 bal-

Total $13,000 this rule does not apply if the related party ac-ance of the special assessment, leaving a
Minus: Depreciation 4,600 quired the property from an unrelated party$3,900 net condemnation award.
Adjusted basis, business part $ 8,400 within the period of time allowed for replacing

the condemned property.Loss on residential property $ 1,100Gain or Loss From
Under this rule, related parties include, forCondemnations Gain on business property $ 3,500 example, a corporation and an individual who

If your property was condemned or disposed
owns more than 50% of the outstanding

of under the threat of condemnation, figure The loss on the residential part of the property stock, and two partnerships in which the same
your gain or loss by comparing the adjusted is not deductible. C corporations own more than 50% of the
basis of your condemned property with your

capital or profits interests. For more informa-
net condemnation award. Postponement of Gain tion on related parties, see Nondeductible

If your net condemnation award is more Loss under Sales and Exchanges BetweenDo not report the gain on condemned propertythan the adjusted basis of the condemned Related Parties in chapter 2.if you receive only property that is similar or re-property, you have a gain. You may be able to
lated in service or use to it. Your basis for thepostpone reporting it. If your award is less than

Replacing real property held for businessnew property is the same as your basis for theyour adjusted basis, you have a loss. If your
or investment.  If the condemned property isold.loss is from property you held for personal use,
real property you held for use in your trade oryou cannot deduct it. You must report any de-
business or for investment (other than prop-Choosing to postpone gain.  You must ordi-ductible loss in the tax year it happened.
erty held mainly for sale), your replacementnarily report the gain if you receive money or
property will qualify as similar or related in ser-unlike property. You can choose to postponePart business or part rental.  If you used part
vice or use if it is like-kind property. For a dis-reporting the gain if you purchase propertyof your condemned property as your home
cussion of like-kind property, see Like Prop-that is similar or related in service or use to theand part as business or rental property, treat
erty under Like-Kind Exchanges, later.condemned property within a specified re-each part as a separate property and figure

placement period, discussed later. You canyour gain or loss separately because gain or
also choose to postpone reporting the gain if Replacement period.  To postpone reportingloss may be treated differently.
you purchase controlling interest (at least your gain from a condemnation, you must buySome examples of this type of property are
80%) in a corporation owning property that is replacement property within a specified perioda building in which you live and operate a gro-
similar or related in service or use to the prop- of time. This is the ‘‘replacement period.’’cery, and a building in which you live on the
erty. To postpone all the gain, you must buy re- The replacement period for a condemna-first floor and rent out the second floor.
placement property costing at least as much tion begins on the earlier of:Example.  You sold your building for as the amount realized for the condemned 1) The date on which you disposed of the$24,000 under threat of condemnation to a property. condemned property, orpublic utility company that had the authority to Report your election to postpone your

condemn. You rented half the building and 2) The date on which the threat of condem-gain, along with all necessary details, on your
lived in the other half. You paid $25,000 for the nation began.return for the tax year in which you realize the
building and spent an additional $1,000 for a gain.
new roof. You claimed allowable depreciation The replacement period ends 2 years af-If a partnership or a corporation owns the
of $4,600 on the rental half. You spent $200 in ter the close of the first tax year in which anycondemned property, only the partnership
legal expenses to obtain the condemnation part of the gain on the condemnation isor corporation can choose to postpone re-
award. Figure your gain or loss as follows: realized.porting the gain.

If real property held for use in a trade orPostponing gain on severance dam-
business or for investment (not includingages.  If you received severance damages for
property held primarily for sale) is condemned,part of your property because another part
the replacement period ends 3 years after thewas condemned and you buy replacement
close of the first tax year in which any part ofproperty, you can choose to postpone report-
the gain on the condemnation is realized.ing gain. See Treatment of severance dam-
However, this 3-year replacement period can-ages, earlier. You can postpone reporting all
not be used if you replace the condemnedyour gain if the replacement property costs at
property by acquiring control of a corporationleast as much as your net severance damages
owning property that is similar or related in ser-plus your net condemnation award.
vice or use.Postponing gain on the sale of related

property.  If part of your property is con- Replacement property purchased
demned, and you sell the related part and buy before the condemnation.  If you purchase
replacement property, you can choose to your replacement property after there is a
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threat of condemnation but before the actual These two requirements are discussed sell your old car to the dealer for $4,500. You
later. If the like-kind exchange includes the re- then buy the new one for $10,500 from thecondemnation, and you still hold the replace-
ceipt of money or unlike property, you may same dealer. However, you are treated asment property at the time of the condemna-
have a taxable gain. (See Partially Nontaxable having exchanged your old car for the newtion, you have purchased your replacement
Exchanges, later.) one because the sale and purchase are recip-property within the replacement period. Prop-

Additional requirements apply to ex- rocal and mutually dependent. Your basis forerty you acquire before there is a threat of con-
changes in which the property received is not depreciation for the new car is $9,500, thedemnation does not qualify as replacement
received immediately upon the transfer of the same as if you traded the old car.property acquired within the replacement
property given up. See Deferred Exchanges,period.
later. Reporting the exchange.  Report the ex-Example.  On April 3, 1994, city authorities

change of like-kind property on Form 8824.notified you that your property would be con-
The instructions for the form explain how to re-Multiple-party transactions.  The like-kinddemned. On June 5, 1994, you acquired prop-
port the details of the exchange. Report theexchange rules also apply to property ex-erty to replace the property to be condemned. exchange even though no gain or loss ischanges that involve three- and four-partyYou still had the new property when the city recognized.transactions. Any part of these multiple-partytook possession of your old property on Sep- If you have any taxable gain because youtransactions can qualify as a like-kind ex-

tember 4, 1995. You have made a replace- received money or unlike property, report it onchange if it meets all of the conditions de-
ment within the replacement period. Schedule D (Form 1040) or Form 4797, which-scribed in this section.

Extension.  You may get an extension of ever applies. You may also have to report ordi-Receipt of title from third party.  If you
the replacement period if you apply to the Dis- nary income because of depreciation on Formreceive property in a like-kind exchange and
trict Director of the Internal Revenue Service 4797. See Like-Kind Exchanges and Involun-the other party who transfers the property to
for your area. You should apply before the end tary Conversions in chapter 4.you does not give you the title but a third party
of the replacement period. Your application does, you may still treat this transaction as a
should contain all details of your need for an Exchange expenses.  Exchange expensesl ike-kind exchange, i f  i t  meets al l  the
extension. You may file an application within a are generally the closing costs that you pay.requirements.
reasonable time after the replacement period They include such items as brokerage com-
ends if you can show reasonable cause for the missions, attorney fees, and deed preparationBasis of property received.  If you acquire
delay. An extension of time will be granted if fees. Subtract these expenses from the con-property in a like-kind exchange, the basis of
you can show reasonable cause for not mak- sideration received to figure the amount real-that property is the same as the basis of the
ing the replacement within the regular period. ized on the exchange. Also add them to theproperty you transferred.

Ordinarily, requests for extensions are basis of the like-kind property received. If youExample.  In 1995, you exchanged real es-granted near the end of the replacement pe- receive cash or unlike property in addition totate held for investment having an adjustedriod or the extended replacement period. Ex- the like-kind property and realize a gain on thebasis of $25,000 for other real estate held fortensions are usually limited to a period of 1 exchange, subtract the expenses from theinvestment. The FMV of both properties is
year or less. The high market value or scarcity cash or fair market value of the unlike prop-$50,000. The basis of your new property is the
of replacement property is not a sufficient rea- erty. Then use the net amount to figure thesame as the basis in the old ($25,000).
son for granting an extension. If your replace- recognized gain. See Partially Nontaxable Ex-

changes, later.ment property is being constructed and you
Money paid.  If, in addition to giving up likeclearly show that the replacement or restora-
property, you pay money in a like-kind ex-tion cannot be made within the replacement Qualifying Property change, you still have no taxable gain or de-period, you will be granted an extension of the The property must be business or investmentductible loss. The basis of the property re-period. property. Both the property you trade and theceived is the basis of the property given up

Time for assessing a deficiency.  If you property you receive must be held by you forincreased by the money paid.
choose not to recognize gain from a condem- business or investment purposes. Neither may

Example.  Bill Smith trades an old cab for anation, any deficiency for any tax year in which be property used for personal purposes, such
new one. The new cab costs $10,800. He is al-part of the gain is realized may be assessed at as your home or family car.
lowed $2,000 for the old cab, and pays $8,800any time before the expiration of 3 years from The property must not be property you pri-
cash. He has no taxable gain or deductiblethe date you notify the District Director for your marily hold for sale. Neither the property you
loss on the transaction, regardless of the ad-area that you are replacing, or intending not to trade nor the property you receive may be
justed basis of his old cab. If Bill sold the oldreplace, the condemned property within the property you sell to customers, such as mer-
cab to a third party for $2,000 and bought areplacement period. chandise. It must be property held for invest-
new one, he would have a recognized gain or ment or property held for productive use in
loss on the sale of his old cab equal to the dif- your trade or business. Machinery, buildings,
ference between the amount realized and the land, trucks, and rental houses are examples
adjusted basis of the old cab.Nontaxable Exchanges of property that may qualify. Inventories, raw

materials, accounts receivable, and real es-Certain exchanges are not taxable. This Sale and purchase.  If you sell property and tate that dealers hold for sale to customers aremeans that any gain from the exchange is not buy similar property in two mutually dependent examples of property that do not qualify.taxed, and any loss cannot be deducted. In transactions, you may have to treat the sale An exchange of the assets of a businessother words, even if you realize a gain or loss and purchase as a s ingle nontaxable for the assets of a similar business cannot beon the exchange, it will not be recognized until exchange. treated as an exchange of one property for an-you sell or otherwise dispose of the property
Example.  You used your car in your busi- other property. Whether you engaged in a like-you receive.

ness for 2 years. Its adjusted basis is $3,500 kind exchange depends on an analysis of
and its trade-in value is $4,500. You are inter- each asset involved in the exchange. How-

Like-Kind Exchanges ested in a new car that costs $10,500. Ordina- ever, see Multiple Property Exchanges, later.
rily, you would trade your old car for the new The rules for like-kind exchanges do notThe exchange of property for the same kind of
one and pay the dealer $6,000. Your basis for apply to exchanges of stocks, bonds, notes,property is the most common type of nontax-
depreciation of the new car would then be choses in action, certificates of trust or benefi-able exchange. To be nontaxable, a like-kind
$9,500 ($6,000 plus $3,500 adjusted basis of cial interests, or other securities or evidencesexchange must:
the old car). of indebtedness or interest, or the exchange

1) Involve qualifying property, and
Because you want your new car to have a of partnership interests. However, you may

2) Involve like property. larger basis for depreciation, you arrange to have a nontaxable exchange under another
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prov is ion ,  as  d iscussed la te r  in  th is 3) Data handling equipment except com- Goodwill.  The exchange of the goodwill
puters (asset class 00.13), or going concern value of a business for thepublication.

goodwill or going concern value of another4) Airplanes (airframes and engines), except
business is not a like-kind exchange.Like Property planes used in commercial or contract

carrying of passengers or freight, and allThere must be an exchange of like property.
Deferred Exchanges helicopters (airframes and engines) (as-The exchange of real estate for real estate
A deferred exchange is one in which youset class 00.21),and the exchange of personal property for
transfer property you use in business or holdsimilar personal property are exchanges of 5) Automobiles and taxis (asset class
for investment and, at a later time, you receivelike property. For example, the trade of an 00.22),
like-kind property you will use in business orapartment house for a store building, or a

6) Buses (asset class 00.23), hold for investment. (The property you receivepanel truck for a pickup truck is a like-kind
is replacement property. )The transaction7) Light general purpose trucks (asset classexchange.
must be an exchange (that is, property for00.241),An exchange of personal property for real
property), rather than a transfer of property forproperty does not qualify as a like-kind ex- 8) Heavy general purpose trucks (asset
money that is used to purchase replacementchange. For example, an exchange of a piece class 00.242),
property.of machinery for a store building does not

9) Railroad cars and locomotives except If, before you receive the replacementqualify. Nor does the exchange of livestock of
those owned by railroad transportation property, you actually or constructively receivedifferent sexes qualify. companies (asset class 00.25), money or unlike property in full payment for

the property you transfer, the transaction will10) Tractor units for use over the road (assetReal property.  An exchange of city property
be treated as a sale rather than a deferred ex-class 00.26),for farm property, or improved property for un-
change. In that case, you must recognize gainimproved property is a like-kind exchange. 11) Trailers and trailer-mounted containers or loss on the transaction, even if you later re-

The exchange of real estate you own for a (asset class 00.27), ceive the replacement property (it would be
real estate lease that runs 30 years or more is 12) Vessels, barges, tugs, and similar water- treated as if you purchased it).
a like-kind exchange. However, not all ex- transportation equipment, except those You are in actual or constructive receipt
changes of interests in real property qualify. used in marine construction (asset class of money or unlike property at the time the
The exchange of a life estate expected to last 00.28), and money or property is credited to your account
less than 30 years for a remainder interest is or made available to you. You are also in ac-13) Industrial steam and electric generationnot a like-kind exchange. tual or constructive receipt of money or unlikeor distribution systems (asset class 00.4).An exchange of a remainder interest in real property at the time any limitations or restric-
estate for a remainder interest in other real es- tions on it expire or are waived.Product Classes.  Product Classes in-tate is a like-kind exchange if the nature and The determination of whether you are include property listed in a 4-digit product classcharacter of the two property interests are the actual or constructive receipt of money or un-(except any ending in ‘‘9,’’ a miscellaneoussame. like property, however, is made without regardcategory) in Division D of the Standard Indus-Special rule for foreign real property to certain arrangements you make to ensuretrial Classification codes of the Executive Of-exchanges.  Real property located in the that the other party carries out its obligation tofice of the President, Office of ManagementUnited States and real property located transfer the replacement property to you. Forand Budget, Standard Industrial Classification
outside of the United States are not consid- example, if you have that obligation securedManual (SIC Manual). Copies of the SIC Man-
ered like-kind property under the like-kind ex- by a mortgage or by cash or its equivalent heldual may be obtained from the National Techni-
change rules. If you exchange foreign real in a qualified escrow account or qualified trust,cal Information Service, an agency of the U.S.
property for property located in the United that arrangement will be disregarded in deter-Department of Commerce.
States, any gain on the exchange is taxable. mining whether you are in actual or construc-

Example 1.  You transfer a personal com-Foreign real property is real property not lo- tive receipt of money or unlike property. For
puter used in your business for a printer to becated in a state or the District of Columbia. more information, see section 1.1031(k)-1(g)
used in your business. The properties ex-This foreign real property exchange rule of the Income Tax Regulations. Also, see Like-
changed are within the same General Assetdoes not apply to the replacement of con- K ind  Exchanges  Us ing  Qua l i f i ed  In -
Class and are therefore of a like class.demned real property. Foreign and U.S. real termediaries, later.

Example 2.  Trena transfers a grader toproperty can still be considered like-kind prop-
Ron in exchange for a scraper. Both are usederty under the rules for replacing condemned Identification requirement.  The property
in a business. Neither property is within any ofproperty to postpone gain on the condemna- must meet the identification requirement. The
the General Asset Classes. Both properties,tion. See Postponement of Gain, under Invol- property to be received must be identified by
however, are within the same Product Classuntary Conversions, earlier. the day that is 45 days after the date you trans-
and are therefore of a like class. fer the property given up in the exchange. Any

Intangible personal property and non-Personal property.  Depreciable tangible property received by that day is considered to
depreciable personal property.  If you ex-personal property can be either ‘‘like kind’’ or have been identified. The identification re-
change intangible personal property or nonde-‘‘like class’’ to qualify for nonrecognition treat- quirement may be met by designating the
preciable personal property for like-kindment. Like-class properties are depreciable property to be received in the contract be-
property, no gain or loss is recognized on thetangible personal properties within the same tween the parties. See Identifying replace-
exchange. (There are no like classes for theseGeneral Asset Class or Product Class. Prop- ment property .
properties.) Whether intangible personal prop-erty classified in any General Asset Class may If you transfer more than one property (as
erty is of a like kind to other intangible per-not be classified within a Product Class. part of the same transaction) and the proper-
sonal property generally depends on the na- ties are transferred on different dates, theGeneral Asset Classes.  General Asset
ture or character of the rights involved, such identification period and the receipt periodClasses describe the types of property fre-
as a patent or copyright. It also depends on (discussed later) begin on the earliest date ofquently used in many businesses. They
the nature or character of the underlying prop- the transfers.include:
erty to which such rights relate. Identifying replacement property.  You1) Office furniture, fixtures, and equipment

Example.  The exchange of a copyright on must identify the replacement property in a(asset class 00.11),
a novel for a copyright on a different novel can signed written document and deliver it to the

2) Information systems, such as computers qualify as a like-kind exchange. However, the other person involved in the exchange. You
and peripheral equipment (asset class exchange of a copyright on a novel for a copy- must clearly describe the replacement prop-
00.12), right on a song is not a like-kind exchange. erty in the written document. For example, use
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the legal description or street address for real may still qualify as like-kind property. It will 3) The intermediary enters into an agree-
property and the make, model, and year for a qualify as like-kind property only if, had it been ment with the owner of the replacement
car. In the same manner, you can revoke an completed on time, the property you received property for the transfer of that property
identification of replacement property at any would have been considered to be substan- and the replacement property is trans-
time before the end of the identification period. tially the same as the property you identified. It ferred to you.

Identifying alternative and multiple is considered to be substantially the same only
properties.  You can identify more than one to the extent the property received is consid- An intermediary is treated as entering into
replacement property. Regardless of the num- ered real property under local law. However, an agreement if the rights of a party to the
ber of properties you give up, the maximum any additional production on the replacement agreement are assigned to the intermediary
number of replacement properties you can property after you receive it does not qualify as and all parties to that agreement are notified in
identify is: like-kind property (to this extent, the transac- writing of the assignment by the date of the rel-

tion is treated as a taxable exchange of prop- evant transfer of property.1) Three, or
erty for services).

2) Any number of properties whose total fair
Partially Nontaxable Exchanges market value (FMV) at the end of the Receipt requirement.  The exchange must
If, in addition to like property, you receiveidentification period is not more than meet the receipt requirement. The property
money or unlike property in a like-kind ex-double the total FMV, on the date of must be received by the earlier of:
change, you have a partially nontaxable ex-transfer, of all properties you give up.

● The 180th day after the date on which you change. You are taxed on the gain you realize,
transfer the property given up in the ex- but only to the extent of the money and the fairIf, as of the end of the identification period, you
change, or market value of the unlike property youhave identified more properties than permitted

receive.● The due date, including extensions, for yourunder this maximum rule, the only property
To figure the amount of taxable gain, firsttax return for the tax year in which the trans-that will be considered identified is:

determine the fair market value of any unlikefer of the property given up occurs.
● Any replacement property you received property you receive and add it to the amount

before the end of the identification period, of any money you receive. The total is theYou must receive substantially the same prop-and maximum amount of gain that can be taxed.erty that met the identification requirement,
● Any replacement property identified before Next, figure the amount of gain on the wholediscussed earlier.

the end of the identification period and re- exchange as discussed earlier under Gain or
ceived before the end of the receipt period, Loss From Sales and Exchanges. Your recog-Like-Kind Exchanges Using
but only if the FMV of the property is at least nized (taxable) gain is the lesser of these twoQualified Intermediaries 95% of the total FMV of all identified re- amounts. A loss is never deductible in a non-

If you transfer property through a qualified in-placement properties (do not include any taxable exchange even if you receive unlike
termediary, the transfer of the property givenyou revoked). FMV is determined on the property or cash.
up and receipt of like-kind replacement prop-earlier of the date you received the property Example.  You exchange real estate helderty is treated as an exchange. This rule ap-or the last day of the receipt period. for investment that has an adjusted basis ofplies even if you receive money or other prop-

$8,000 for other real estate that you want toerty directly from a party to the transactionDisregard incidental property.  Do not hold for investment. The real estate you re-other than the qualified intermediary.treat property that is incidental to a larger item ceive has a fair market value of $10,000. YouA qualified intermediary is a person who:of property as separate from the larger item also receive $1,000 in cash. You paid $500 in
when you identify replacement property. Prop- 1) Enters into a written exchange agreement exchange expenses. Although the total gain
erty is incidental to a larger item of property if: with you to acquire and transfer the prop- realized on the transaction is $2,500, only

erty you give up and to acquire the re-1) It is typically transferred with the larger $500 ($1,000 cash received minus the $500
placement property and transfer it to you.item, and exchange expenses) is recognized (included
This agreement must expressly limit your in your income).2) The total FMV of all the incidental prop- rights to receive, pledge, borrow, or other-

erty is not more than 15% of the total wise obtain the benefits of money or other Assumption of liabilities.  If the other party toFMV of the larger item of property. property held by the qualified a nontaxable exchange assumes any of your
intermediary. liabilities, or if you transfer property subject toReplacement property to be produced.

2) Is neither of the following: a liability, you will be treated as if you receivedGain or loss from a deferred exchange can
cash in the amount of the liability.a) Your agent at the time of the transac-qualify for nonrecognition even if the replace-

tion. This includes a person who hasment property is not in existence or is being Example.  The facts are the same as in the
been your employee, attorney, ac-produced at the time you identify it as replace- previous example, except the property you
countant, investment banker or broker,ment property. If you need to know the FMV of give up is subject to a $3,000 mortgage. Figure
or real estate agent or broker within thethe replacement property to identify it, esti- the gain realized and the amount of gain to be
2-year period before the transfer ofmate its FMV as of the date you expect to re- taxed as follows:
property you give up.ceive it.

FMV of like property received . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10,000To determine whether the replacement b) A person who is related to you or your
Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000property you received qualifies as like-kind by agent under the rules discussed in
Mortgage assumed on property given up 3,000being substantially the same as the property chapter 2 under Nondeductible Loss,

you identified, do not take into account any Total received . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $14,000substituting ‘‘10%’’ for ‘‘50%’’.
variations due to usual production changes. Minus: Exchange expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (500)
Substantial changes in the property to be pro- Amount Realized $13,500An intermediary is treated as acquiring and
duced, however, will disqualify it as like-kind transferring property if: Minus: Adjusted basis of property youproperty.

transferred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (8,000)1) The intermediary acquires and transfersIf your identified replacement property is
legal title to the property, Realized gain $ 5,500personal property to be produced, it must be

completed by the date you receive it to qualify 2) The intermediary enters into an agree-
as like-kind property. ment with a person other than you for the The realized gain is taxed only up to

If your identified replacement property is transfer to that person of the property you $3,500, the sum of the cash received ($1,000
real property to be produced and it is not com- give up and that property is transferred to –  $500 exchange expenses) and the mort-
pleted by the date you receive the property, it that person, or gage ($3,000).
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Unlike property given up.  If, in addition to 2) Stock in trade or other property held pri- Fair
like property, you give up unlike property, you Marketmarily for sale,
must recognize gain or loss only on the unlike Value Liability

3) Stocks, bonds, notes, other securities orproperty you give up. The gain or loss is equal Ben Transfers:evidences of debt or interest,to the difference between the fair market value Computer A $1,500 $ 0
of the unlike property and its adjusted basis. 4) Interests in a partnership, Automobile A 2,500 500

Truck A 2,000 0Example.  You exchange stock and real 5) Certificates of trust or beneficial interests,
estate that you held for investment for real es- or

Chuck Transfers:tate that you also intend to hold for invest-
6) Choses in action. Computer R $1,600 $ 0ment. The stock you transfer has a fair market

Automobile R 3,100 750value of $1,000 and an adjusted basis of
Truck R 1,400 250$4,000. The real estate you exchange has a Example.  Ben exchanges computer A
Cash 400fair market value of $19,000 and an adjusted (asset class 00.12), automobile A (asset class

basis of $15,000. The real estate you receive 00.22), and truck A (asset class 00.241), with All liabilities assumed by Ben ($1,000) arehas a fair market value of $20,000. You do not Chuck for computer R (asset class 00.12), au- offset by all liabilities of which Ben is relievedhave a taxable gain on the exchange of the tomobile R (asset class 00.22), truck R (asset ($500), resulting in excess liabilities assumedreal estate because it qualifies as a nontax- class 00.241), and $400. All properties trans- of $500. The excess is allocated among Ben’sable exchange. However, you must recognize ferred by Ben were used in his business. Simi- exchange groups in proportion to the fair mar-(report on the return) a $3,000 loss on the larly, all properties to be received by Ben will ket value of the properties received by Ben instock because it is unlike property. be used in his business. the exchange groups as follows:
For Ben, the first exchange group consists

● $131 ($500 ×  $1,600 ÷  $6,100) is allo-Basis of property received.  The total basis
of computers A and R; the second exchange cated to the first exchange group (Com-for all properties (other than money) you re-
group consists of automobiles A and R; and puters A and R). The fair market value ofceive in a partially nontaxable exchange is the
the third exchange group consists of trucks A Computer R is reduced to $1,469 ($1,600 –total adjusted basis of the properties you give
and R. $131).up, with the following adjustments:

Treatment of liabilities.  Offset all liabili-
● $254 ($500 ×  $3,100 ÷  $6,100) is allo-Add— ties you assume as part of the exchange

cated to the second exchange group (Auto-against all liabilities of which you were re-a) Any additional costs you incur, and
mobiles A and R). The fair market value oflieved. Offset these liabilities whether they areb) Any gain you recognize on the ex- Automobile R is reduced to $2,846 ($3,100recourse or nonrecourse and regardless ofchange, and –  $254).whether they are secured by or otherwise re-

Subtract— ● $115 ($500 ×  $1,400 ÷  $6,100) is allo-late to specific property transferred or re-
cated to the third exchange group (Trucks Aceived as part of the exchange.a) Any money you receive, and
and R). The fair market value of Truck R isIf you assume more liabilities than youb) Any loss you recognize on the reduced to $1,285 ($1,400 –  $115)are relieved of (excess liabilities), allocate theexchange.

excess among the exchange groups in propor-
In each exchange group, Ben uses the re-tion to the total fair market value of the proper-Allocate this basis first to the unlike property, duced fair market value of the properties re-ties you received in the exchange groups. Theother than money, up to its fair market value ceived to figure the exchange group’s surplusexcess liabilities allocated to each exchangeon the date of the exchange. The remainder is or deficiency and to determine whether agroup may not exceed the total fair marketthe basis of the like property. residual group has been created.value of the properties you received in the ex-For more information, see Publication 551.

change group.
Residual group.  A residual group is created ifThe amount of excess liabilities assumedMultiple Property Exchanges the total fair market value of the propertiesthat is allocated to an exchange group

Under the like-kind exchange rules, you must transferred in all exchange groups differs fromreduces the total fair market value of the
generally make a property-by-property com- the total fair market value of the properties re-properties received in that exchange group.
parison to figure your recognized gain and the ceived in all exchange groups after taking intoThis reduction is made in determining whether
basis of the property you receive in the ex- account the treatment of liabilities (discussedthe exchange group has a surplus or a defi-
change. However, for exchanges of multiple earlier). The residual group consists of moneyciency (see Exchange group surplus and defi-
properties, you do not make a property-by- or other property that has a total fair marketciency, later). This reduction is also made in
property comparison if you: value equal to that difference. It consists of ei-determining whether a residual group is cre-

ther money or other property transferred in theTransfer and receive properties in two or ated (see Residual group, later).
exchange or money or other property receivedmore exchange groups, or If you are relieved of more liabilities
in the exchange, but not both.than you assume (excess liabilities), treat theTransfer or receive more than one prop- Other property includes:excess as cash, demand deposits and like ac-erty within a single exchange group.
1) Stock in trade or other property held pri-counts, and similar items for purposes of mak-

marily for sale,ing allocations to the residual group, dis-In this situation, you figure your recognized
cussed later. 2) Stocks, bonds, and notes,gain and the basis of the property you receive

The treatment of liabilities and any ex-by comparing the properties within each ex- 3) Other securities or evidences of indebted-
cesses will be the same even if the like-kindchange group. ness or interest,
exchange treatment applies to only a portion

4) Interests in a partnership,of a larger transaction. If so, determine the ex-Exchange groups.  Each exchange group
cess liabilities you assumed or the excess lia- 5) Certificates of trust or beneficial interests,consists of properties transferred and re-
bilities of which you were relieved based on all andceived in the exchange that are of like kind or
liabilities you assumed or were relieved of aslike class (see Like Property, earlier). If prop- 6) Choses in action.part of the larger transaction.erty could be included in more than one ex-

change group, you can include it in any one of Example.  The facts are the same as in the Other property also includes property you
those groups. However, the following may not preceding example. In addition, the fair market transferred that is not of a like kind or like class
be included in an exchange group: value, and liabilities secured by each property, with any property received, and property re-

if any, are as follows:1) Money, ceived that is not of like kind or like class with
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any property transferred. The money and Example.  Karen exchanges computer A The total amount of gain recognized by
properties allocated to the residual group are Karen in the exchange is the sum of the gains(asset class 00.12) and automobile A (asset
considered to come from the following assets recognized with respect to both exchangeclass 00.22), both of which she used in her
in the following order: groups ($0 +  $1,050), or $1,050.business, with Will for printer B (asset class

00.12) and automobile B (asset class 00.22),1) Cash, demand deposits and like ac-
both of which Karen will use in her business. Basis of properties received.  The total ba-counts, and similar items,
Karen’s adjusted basis and the fair market sis of properties you received in each ex-

2) Certificates of deposit, U.S. Government change group is:value of the exchanged properties are as
securities, readily marketable stock or se- follows: The total adjusted basis of the transferredcurities, and foreign currency,

properties within that exchange group,Fair3) All other assets except section 197 in-
PLUS,AdjustedMarkettangibles, and

Basis Value Your recognized gain on the exchange4) Section 197 intangibles (discussed in
Karen Transfers: group,chapter 2).
Computer A $ 375 $1,000 PLUS,
Automobile A 1,500 4,000

Within each category, you may choose which The exchange group surplus (or minus the
properties to allocate to the residual group. exchange group deficiency),Will Transfers:

Example.  Fran exchanges computer A PLUS,Printer B 2,050
(asset class 00.12) and automobile A (asset Automobile B 2,950 The excess liabilities you assume that areclass 00.22) with Gina for printer B (asset

allocated to the group.class 00.12), automobile B (asset class For Karen the first exchange group consists of
00.22), corporate stock, and $500. Fran used computer A and printer B. It has an exchange

 You allocate the total basis of each exchangecomputer A and automobile A in her business group surplus of $1,050 because the fair
group proportionately to each property you re-and will use printer B and automobile B in her market value of printer B ($2,050) exceeds the
ceive in the exchange group according to thebusiness. fair market value of computer A ($1,000) by
property’s fair market value. The basis of eachFor Fran, this transaction results in two ex- that amount.
property you receive within the residual groupchange groups: (1) computer A and printer B; The second exchange group for Karen (other than money) is equal to its fair marketand (2) automobile A and automobile B. consists of automobile A and automobile B. It value.The fair market values of the properties are has an exchange group deficiency of $1,050

Example.  Based on the facts in the twoas follows: because the fair market value of automobile A
previous examples, the bases of the proper-($4,000) exceeds the fair market value of au-

Fair ties received by Karen in the exchange, printertomobile B ($2,950) by that amount.
Market B and automobile B, are determined in the fol-
Value lowing manner.Recognized gain.  Gain or loss realized for

The basis of the property received in theFran Transfers: each exchange group and the residual group
first exchange group is $1,425. This isComputer A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,000 is the difference between the total fair market

Automobile A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,000 The adjusted basis of the property trans-value of the transferred properties in that ex-
ferred within that exchange groupchange group or residual group and the total

Gina Transfers: ($375),adjusted basis of the properties. For each ex-
Printer B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800 change group, recognize gain to the extent of PLUS,
Automobile B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,950 the lesser of the gain realized or the exchange

The amount of gain recognized for that ex-Corporate Stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750 group deficiency (if any). Losses are not rec-
change group ($0),Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 ognized for an exchange group. The total gain

recognized on the exchange of like-kind or PLUS,
Because the total fair market value of the like-class properties is the sum of all the gain The amount of the exchange group sur-properties transferred by Fran in the exchange recognized for each exchange group. plus ($1,050),groups ($5,000) exceeds the total fair market For a residual group, you must recognize
value of the properties received by Fran in the PLUS,the entire gain or loss realized.
exchange groups ($3,750) by $1,250, there is The amount of excess liabilities assumedFor properties you transfer that are not
a residual group in that amount. It consists of allocated to that exchange group ($0).within any exchange group or the residual
the $500 cash and the $750 worth of

group, figure realized and recognized gain orcorporate stock.
loss as explained under Gain or Loss From Because printer B was the only property re-

ceived within the first exchange group, the en-Sales and Exchanges, earlier.
Exchange group surplus and deficiency. tire basis of $1,425 is allocated to printer B.Example.  Based on the facts in the previ-For each exchange group, you must deter- The basis of the property received in theous example, Karen recognizes gain on themine whether there is an ‘‘exchange group second exchange group is $1,500. This is:exchange as follows:surplus’’ or ‘‘exchange group deficiency.’’ An

The adjusted basis of the property trans-For the first exchange group, the amountexchange group surplus is the excess of the
ferred within that exchange groupof gain realized is the excess of the fair markettotal fair market value of the properties you re-
($1,500),value of computer A ($1,000) over its adjustedceived in an exchange group (less any excess

basis ($375), or $625. The amount of gain rec-liabilities you assume that are allocated to that PLUS,
ognized is the lesser of the gain realizedexchange group) over the total fair market

The amount of gain recognized for that ex-($625) or the exchange group deficiency ($0),value of the properties you transferred in that
change group ($1,050),or $0.exchange group. An exchange group defi-

MINUS,For the second exchange group, theciency is the excess of the total fair market
amount of gain realized is the excess of thevalue of the properties you transferred in an The amount of the exchange group defi-
fair market value of automobile A ($4,000)exchange group over the total fair market ciency ($1,050),
over its adjusted basis ($1,500), or $2,500.value of the properties you received in that ex-

PLUS,The amount of gain recognized is the lesser ofchange group (less any excess liabilities you
the gain realized ($2,500) or the exchangeassumed that are allocated to that exchange The amount of excess liabilities assumed

group). group deficiency ($1,050), or $1,050. allocated to that exchange group ($0).
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Because automobile B was the only property on the property is substantially diminished dur- Bureau of the Public Debt
ing any period, however, that period is notreceived within the second exchange group, Capital Area Servicing Center
counted toward the 2-year holding period. Thethe entire basis of $1,500 is allocated to auto-

1300 C Street, S.W.holder’s risk of loss on the property is substan-mobile B.
tially diminished by: Washington, DC 20239-1500

Like-Kind Exchanges The holding of a put on the property,
Between Related Parties The holding by another person of a right to Insurance Policies and Annuities acquire the property, orSpecial rules apply to like-kind exchanges

No gain or loss is recognized if you exchange:made between related parties. These rules af- A short sale or other transaction.
1) A life insurance contract for another or forfect both direct and indirect exchanges. Under

an endowment or annuity contract,these rules, if either party disposes of the A put is an option that entitles the holder to
property within 2 years after the exchange, sell property at a specified price at any time 2) An endowment contract for an annuity
then the exchange is disqualified from nonrec- before a specified future date. contract or for another endowment con-
ognition treatment. The gain or loss on the A short sale involves property you gener- tract providing for regular payments be-
original exchange must be recognized as of ally do not own. You borrow the property to de- ginning at a date not later than the begin-
the date of that later disposition. liver to a buyer and, at a later date, buy sub- ning date under the old contract, or

stantially identical property and deliver it to the 3) An annuity contract for another if the in-
lender.Related parties.  Under these rules, related sured or annuitant remains the same.

parties include, for example, you and a mem-
Exceptions to the related party rules.  Theber of your family (spouse, brother, sister, par- If you realize a gain on the exchange of an
following kinds of property dispositions are ex-ent, child, etc.), you and a corporation in which endowment contract or annuity contract for a
cluded from these rules:you have more than 50% ownership, you and life insurance contract or an exchange of an

a partnership in which you directly or indirectly 1) Dispositions due to the death of either re- annuity contract for an endowment contract,
own more than a 50% interest of the capital or lated person, you must recognize the gain.
profits, and two partnerships in which you di- For information on transfers and rollovers2) Involuntary conversions, or
rectly or indirectly own more than 50% of the of employer-provided annuities, see Publica-

3) Dispositions if it is established to the sat-capital interests or profits. tion 575, Pension and Annuity Income,  or
isfaction of the IRS that neither the ex-For more information on related parties, Publication 571, Tax-Sheltered Annuity Pro-
change nor the disposition had as a mainsee Nondeductible Loss under Sales and Ex- grams for Employees of Public Schools and
purpose the avoidance of federal incomechanges Between Related Parties in chapter Certain Tax-Exempt Organizations.
tax.2.

Cash received.  The nonrecognition and non-Example.  You use a panel truck in your
taxable transfer rules do not apply to a rolloverhouse painting business. Your sister is a land- Other Nontaxable in which you receive cash proceeds from thescaper who uses a station wagon in her busi-
surrender of one policy and invest the cash inness. The fair market value (FMV) of your Exchanges 
another policy. However, if the following re-truck is $7,000 and its adjusted basis is The following discussions describe other ex-
quirements are met, you can treat a cash dis-$6,000. The FMV of your sister’s station changes that may not be taxable.
tribution and reinvestment as meeting thewagon is $7,200 and its adjusted basis is
nonrecognition or nontaxable transfer rules.$1,000. In December 1994, you exchange ve- Partnership Interests 
1) At the time you receive the distribution,hicles with your sister. This is a like-kind ex- Exchanges of partnership interests do not

the insurance company that issued thechange in which no gain or loss is recognized. qualify as nontaxable exchanges of like-kind
policy or contract is subject to a rehabilita-In January 1995, you sell the station wagon property. This applies regardless of whether
tion, conservatorship, insolvency, or simi-to a third party for $7,200. Since you sold the they are general or limited partnership inter-
lar state proceeding,station wagon within 2 years after the ex- ests or are interests in the same partnership or

change, you must recognize the gain from the 2) You withdraw all amounts to which youdifferent partnerships. However, under some
like-kind exchange you made with your sister. are entitled or the maximum amount per-circumstances such an exchange may be
That gain is $1,200 ($7,200 FMV of your sis- mitted under the state proceeding,treated as a tax-free contribution of property to
ter’s station wagon minus $6,000, adjusted a partnership. 3) You reinvest the distribution, not later
basis of your truck) and must be included in An interest in a partnership that has a valid than 60 days after receipt, in a single pol-
your income for 1995, the year of the sale. You election in effect under section 761(a) of the icy or contract issued by another insur-
must also report any gain you realized on the Internal Revenue Code to be excluded from all ance company, or in a single custodial
sale of the station wagon. In this case, how- the rules of Subchapter K of the Code is account,
ever, the gain is zero because the $7,200 treated as an interest in each of the partner-

4) You assign all rights to future distributionssales price equals the increased basis of ship assets and not as a partnership interest.
to the new issuer for investment in the$7,200 ($6,000 plus $1,200 recognized gain) See Contributions of Property and Sale, Ex-
new policy or contract if the distributionfor the station wagon. change, or Other Transfer in Publication 541,
was restricted by the state proceeding,In addition, your sister must recognize her Tax Information on Partnerships.
andgain on the like-kind exchange. That gain is

5) You would have qualified under the non-$6,000 ($7,000, FMV of your truck minus U.S. Treasury Notes or Bonds 
recognition or nontaxable transfer rules if$1,000 adjusted basis of her station wagon) Certain issues of U.S. Treasury obligations
you had exchanged the affected policy orand must be included in her income for 1995, may be exchanged for certain other issues,
contract for the new one.the year the station wagon was sold. Her basis designated by the Secretary of the Treasury,

in the truck would then be increased to $7,000 with no gain or loss recognized on the ex-
If you do not reinvest all of the cash distribu-(adjusted basis of $1,000 plus $6,000 recog- change. See U.S. Treasury Bills, Notes, and
tion, the rules for partially nontaxable ex-nized gain). Bonds under Interest Income in Publication
changes, discussed earlier, apply.550 for more information on income from

In addition to meeting these five require-Special rule for 2-year holding period.  The these investments. For other information on
ments, you must:2-year holding period begins on the date of the the notes or bonds involved, call the Bureau of

last transfer of property that was part of the the Public Debt at (202) 874-4000, or write to 1) Give to the issuer of the new policy or con-
like-kind exchange. If the holder’s risk of loss the: tract a statement that includes —
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a) The gross amount of cash distributed, $300,000. No gain is included in income by 1) If the liabilities the corporation assumes
you, Bill, or the corporation. are more than your adjusted basis in theb) The amount reinvested, and

property you exchange, gain is recog-Example 2.  You and Bill transfer the prop-c) The amount of your investment in the nized up to the amount of the excess.erty having a basis of $100,000 to a corpora-affected policy or contract on the date However, if the liabilities assumed givetion in exchange for stock having a fair marketof the initial cash distribution, and rise to a deduction when paid, such as avalue of $300,000. This represents only 75%
trade account payable or interest, no gain2) Attach to your timely filed tax return for the of each class of stock of the corporation. The

year of the initial distribution — is recognized.other 25% already was issued to someone
else. You and Bill recognize a taxable gain ofa) A statement entitled ‘‘ELECTION 2) If there is no good business reason for the

UNDER REV. PROC. 92-44’’ that in- $200,000 on the transaction. corporation to assume your liabilities, or if
cludes the name of the issuer and the Services rendered.  The term property your main purpose in the exchange is to
policy number (or similar identifying does not include services rendered or to be avoid federal income tax, the assumption
number) of the new policy or contract, rendered to the issuing corporation. Stock re- is treated as if you received money in theand ceived for services is income to the recipient. amount of the liabilities.

b) A copy of the statement given to the is- Example.  You transfer property worth
suer of the new policy or contract. $35,000 and render services valued at $3,000

Example.  You transfer property to a cor-to a corporation in exchange for stock valued
poration for stock. You also receive $10,000 inat $38,000. Right after the exchange you own
the exchange. Your adjusted basis in theCorporate Stock 85% of the outstanding stock. No gain is in-
transferred property is $20,000. The stock youcluded in income on the exchange of property.In certain cases, exchanges of corporate
receive has a fair market value (FMV) ofHowever, you recognize ordinary income ofstock are not taxable. The rules for these ex-
$16,000. The corporation also assumes a$3,000 as payment for services you renderedchanges are given next.
$5,000 mortgage on the property. The gain re-to the corporation.
alized is as follows:Property of relatively small value.  TheA corporation’s own stock.  A corporation

term property does not include property of amay dispose of its own stock, including trea-
FMV of stock received . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16,000relatively small value when it is compared tosury stock, without having a taxable gain or
Cash received . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000loss. the value of stock and securities already
Liability assumed by corporation . . . . . . . . . . 5,000owned or to be received for services by the
Total received . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $31,000transferor, if the main purpose of the transferStock for stock of the same corporation.

You may exchange common stock for com- Minus: Adjusted basis of propertyis to qualify for the nonrecognition of gain or
mon stock in the same corporation, or pre- transferred 20,000loss by other transferors.
ferred stock for preferred stock in the same Property transferred will not be considered Realized gain $11,000
corporation, without having a taxable gain or to be of relatively small value if its fair market
loss. value is at least 10% of the fair market value of

The recognized gain is limited to $10,000,the stock and securities already owned or to
the amount of cash received.Convertible stocks and bonds.  If you con- be received for services by the transferor.

vert corporate bonds into stock of the same Stock received in disproportion to
corporation, or preferred stock into common property transferred.  If a group of investors Installment obligation exchanged for
stock of the same corporation, you will not exchange property for corporate stock, each debtor stock.  If you exchange an installment
have a taxable gain or loss. The conversion investor does not have to receive stock in pro- obligation for the debtor’s stock having a
must be made according to the terms of the portion to his or her interest in the property greater value than your basis in the installment
bond or preferred stock certificate. transferred. If a disproportionate transfer obligation, the exchange satisfies the install-

takes place, it will be treated for tax purposes ment obligation at other than its face value.
Corporate reorganizations.  When a corpo- in accordance with its true nature. It may be You must recognize the gain on the exchange
ration reorganizes, the exchange of securities treated as if the stock were first received in even if right after the exchange you are in
in the old organization for securities in the new proportion and then some of it used to make control of the corporation. The recognized
organization may not be taxable. gifts, pay compensation for services, or satisfy gain is the difference between the fair market

the transferor’s obligations. value of the stock and your basis in the install-
Property for stock.  If you transfer property 

ment obligation. Your basis in the installment
to a corporation in exchange for stock or se-

obligation is the excess of the obligation’sMoney or other property.  If, in an otherwisecurities in that corporation, and immediately
nontaxable exchange of property for corpo- face value over the income returnable if theafterwards you are in control of the corpora-
rate stock, you also receive money or property obligation were satisfied in full. The corpora-tion, the exchange is usually not taxable. This
other than stock, you may have a taxable gain. tion does not recognize any gain or loss fromrule applies both to individual investors and to
You are taxed only up to the amount of money the exchange.groups of investors who transfer property to a
plus the fair market value of the other propertycorporation. It does not apply if the corpora-
you receive. The rules for figuring gain in thistion is an investment company. Transfers Between Spouses situation generally follow those for a partiallyControl of a corporation.  To be in con-
nontaxable exchange discussed earlier under No gain or loss is recognized on a transfer oftrol of a corporation, you or your group of in-
Like-Kind Exchanges. If the property you give property from an individual to (or in trust for thevestors must own, immediately after the ex-
up includes depreciable property, the taxable benefit of) a spouse, or a former spouse if inci-change, at least 80% of the total combined
gain may have to be reported as ordinary in- dent to divorce. This rule does not apply if thevoting power of all classes of stock entitled to
come because of depreciation. See chapter 4.vote and at least 80% of the outstanding recipient-spouse is a nonresident alien. Nor
No loss is recognized.shares of each class of nonvoting stock. does it apply to a transfer in trust to the extent

the adjusted basis of the property is less thanExample 1.  You and Bill Jones purchase
the amount of the liabilities assumed and theLiabilities.  If the corporation assumes your li-property for $100,000. You both organize a
liabilities on the property.abilities, or the property is taken subject to a li-corporation when the property has a fair mar-

For more information on transfers betweenability, the transfer is not generally treated as ifket value of $300,000. You transfer the prop-
spouses, see Property Settlements in Publica-you received money or other property. Thereerty to the corporation for all its authorized

capital stock, which has a par value of are two exceptions to this treatment: tion 504, Divorced or Separated Individuals.
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You must distinguish gains and losses as personal casualty losses for the tax year ex-
ordinary or capital gains or losses (and capital ceed your personal casualty gains, the excessRollover of Capital Gain 
gains or losses as either short-term or long- is deductible on Schedule A (Form 1040) to

You can choose to roll over a capital gain from term gains or losses). These distinctions need the extent it exceeds 10% of your adjusted
the sale of publicly traded securities (securi- to be made to arrive at your net capital gain or gross income. Use Section A of Form 4684,
ties traded on an established securities mar- loss. Casualties and Thefts, to report all personal
ket) into a specialized small business invest- casualty gains and losses. For more informa-For individuals, a net capital gain may be
ment company (SSBIC). If you make this tion, get Publication 547.taxed at a lower tax rate than ordinary income.
choice, the gain from the sale is recognized See Maximum Tax Rate on Capital Gains in
only to the extent the amount realized is more Investment property.  Investment propertychapter 3. Your deduction for a net capital loss
than the cost of SSBIC common stock or part- (such as stocks and bonds) is a capital assetmay be limited. For information on how to treat
nership interest bought during the 60-day pe- and a gain or loss from its sale or exchange isyour gains or losses, see chapter 3.
riod beginning on the date of the sale. You a capital gain or loss. This treatment does not
must reduce your basis in the SSBIC stock or apply to property used to produce rental in-Capital gain or loss.  Generally, you will have
par tnersh ip  in te res t  by  the  ga in  no t come. See Business assets, later, under Non-a capital gain or loss if you sell or exchange a
recognized. capital Assets.capital asset. You may also have a capital gain

The gain that can be rolled over during any if you sell or exchange section 1231 property.
tax year is limited. For individuals, the limit is Nonbusiness bad debts.  Nonbusiness badSection 1231 property.  Generally, this is
the smaller of: debts, except those evidenced by corporateproperty held more than 1 year and either

securities, are short-term capital losses.$50,000 ($25,000 for married individuals used in a trade or business or held for the pro-
filing separately), or duction of rents or royalties. Section 1231

Release of restriction on land.  Amounts youproperty also includes any property (including$500,000 ($250,000 for married individu-
get for the release of a restrictive covenant ina capital asset used in a trade or business)als filing separately) minus the gain
a deed to land are treated as proceeds fromthat is subject to an involuntary conversion. Arolled over in all earlier tax years.
the sale of a capital asset.net gain on the sale of section 1231 property is

a capital gain unless the gain is subject to theFor C corporations, the limit is the smaller of:
recapture rule. A net loss on the sale of sec-

$250,000, or tion 1231 property is an ordinary loss. For Noncapital Assets more information, see Section 1231 Property,$1 million minus the amount of gain rolled
This discussion lists and illustrates the six ex-in chapter 4.over in all earlier tax years.
ceptions to capital assets. They are:

For more information, see chapter 4 of 1) Property held mainly for sale to cus-
Publication 550, Investment Income and tomers or property that will physically be-Capital Assets Expenses. come part of merchandise for sale to

customers,For the most part, everything you own and use
for personal purposes or investment is a capi- 2) Accounts or notes receivable acquired
tal asset. For exceptions to capital assets, see in the ordinary course of a trade or busi-
Noncapital Assets, later. ness, or for services rendered as an em-

Some examples of capital assets are: ployee, or from the sale of any properties2.
described in (1),● Stocks and bonds;

3) Depreciable property used in your trade● A home owned and occupied by you andOrdinary or
or business (even if fully depreciated),your family;

4) Real property used in your trade orCapital Gain or ● Timber grown on your home property or in-
business,vestment property, even if casual sales ofLoss 5) A copyright, literary, musical, or artis-the timber are made;
tic composition, letter or memoran-

● Household furnishings; dum, or similar property —
Topics ● A car used for pleasure or commuting; a) Created by your personal efforts,
This chapter discusses:

● Coin or stamp collections; b) Prepared or produced for you (in the
● Capital assets case of a letter, memorandum, or simi-● Gems and jewelry; and

lar property),  or● Noncapital assets
● Gold, silver, and other metals.

c) Acquired from a person who created● Sales and exchanges between
the property or for whom the propertyrelated parties Personal use property.  Property held for
was prepared, under circumstancespersonal use is a capital asset. Gain from a● Other dispositions
(for example, by gift) entitling you to thesale or exchange of that property is a capital
basis of the person who created thegain. Loss from the sale or exchange of thatUseful Items property, or for whom it was preparedproperty is not deductible. You can deduct aYou may want to see: or produced, andloss relating to personal use property only if it

6) U.S. Government publications that youresults from a casualty or theft.Publication
got from the government for free or forPersonal casualty gains and losses.  To

□ 550 Investment Income and Expenses less than the normal sales price, or thatfigure your personal casualty (or theft) gain, 
you acquired under circumstances enti-subtract your adjusted basis in the property

Form (and Instructions) tling you to the basis of someone who gotfrom any insurance or other reimbursement.
the publications for free or for less thanTo figure your personal casualty (or theft) loss,□ Schedule D (Form 1040) Capital
normal sales price.reduce each loss by any reimbursement andGains and Losses

by $100. If your personal casualty gains for the
□ 4797 Sales of Business Property tax year exceed your personal casualty Property held mainly for sale to customers.
□ 8594 Asset Acquisition Statement losses, all your gains and losses are treated as If you hold property mainly for sale to custom-

Under Section 1060 sales and exchanges of capital assets. If your ers, it is a noncapital asset. Whether property
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is held mainly for sale to customers in the ordi- addressed to you are considered prepared for the outstanding stock of each
nary course of business is a question of fact to you. If letters or memorandums are prepared corporation.
be judged in each case. Among the factors to by persons under your administrative control, d) Two corporations, one of which is an S
be considered are: they are considered prepared for you whether corporation, if the same persons own

or not you review them.1) The purpose for which the property is more than 50% in value of the out-
acquired, standing stock of each corporation.

2) The development of the property be-
Controlled partnership transactions.  ASales and Exchangestween the time it was acquired and sold,
gain recognized in a controlled partnership

3) The number and frequency of sales, and Between Related transaction may be ordinary income. The gain
is ordinary income if it results from the sale or4) The time the property is held before it is Parties 
exchange of property that, in the hands of thesold.

This section discusses the special rules that party who receives it, is a noncapital asset
may apply to the sale or exchange of property such as trade accounts receivable, inventory,Example.  You manufacture and sell steel
between related parties. If these rules apply, stock in trade, or depreciable or real propertycable, which you deliver on returnable reels
gains may be treated as ordinary income and used in a trade or business.that are depreciable property. Customers
losses may not be deductible. See Transfers A controlled partnership transaction is amake deposits on the reels, which you refund
Between Spouses in chapter 1 for special transaction directly or indirectly between:if the reels are returned within a year. If they
rules that apply to spouses.are not returned, you keep each deposit as the 1) A partnership and a partner who owns, di-

agreed-upon sales price. Most reels are re- rectly or indirectly, more than 50% of the
turned within the one-year period. You keep Gain Is Ordinary Income capital interest or profits interest in the
adequate records showing depreciation and If a gain is recognized on the sale or exchange partnership, or
other charges to the capitalized cost of the of property, including a leasehold or a patent 2) Two partnerships, if the same personsreels. Under these conditions, the reels are application, that is depreciable property in the own, directly or indirectly, more than 50%not property held for sale to customers in the hands of the party who receives it, the gain of the capital interests or profits interestsordinary course of your business. Any gain or may be ordinary income. The gain is ordinary in both partnerships.loss resulting from their not being returned income if the transaction is either directly or in-
may be capital or ordinary, depending on your directly between:

Determining control.  For purposes of thesection 1231 transactions.
1) A person and the person’s controlled en- above rules, use the following discussion to

tity or entities (discussed below), determine if you control an entity.Business assets.  Business assets classified
2) A taxpayer and any trust in which the tax-as real property or depreciable property used 1) Stock or a partnership interest owned, di-

payer (or his or her spouse) is a benefici-in your trade or business (including section rectly or indirectly, by or for a corporation,
ary, unless the beneficiary’s interest in the197 intangibles, defined later under Disposi- partnership, estate, or trust is treated as
trust is a remote contingent interest, thattions of Intangible Property) are not capital as- being owned proportionately by or for its
is, the value of the interest computed ac-sets, but may be treated as such if held for shareholders, partners, or beneficiaries.
tuarially is 5% or less of the value of themore than 1 year. See Section 1231 property (However, for a partnership interest
trust property, orunder Capital gain or loss at the beginning of owned by or for a C corporation, this ap-

this chapter. plies only to shareholders who own, di-3) An employer (and any person related to
You report gain on depreciable property rectly or indirectly, 5% or more in value ofthe employer under rules (1) and (2)) and

that you use in your trade or business and hold the stock of the corporation.)a welfare benefit fund (within the meaning
for more than 1 year in Part III, Form 4797. of section 419(e) of the Internal Revenue 2) An individual is treated as owning theThis part of Form 4797 is used to figure the Code) that is controlled directly or indi- stock or partnership interest owned, di-part of gain, if any, that is subject to recapture rectly by the employer (and any person rectly or indirectly, by or for the individu-as ordinary income due to depreciation, amor- related to the employer). al’s family, including only brothers andtization, or depletion. Any gain that is more

sisters (either whole or half), spouse, an-than the amount subject to recapture as ordi- A person’s controlled entity is: cestors, and lineal descendants.nary gain is netted with other section 1231
1) A corporation in which more than 50% of 3) Stock or a partnership interest construc-gains and losses in Part I.

the value of all outstanding stock, or a tively owned by a person under rule (1),If you hold assets that you use in your trade
partnership in which more than 50% of for applying rules (1) and (2), is treated asor business for 1 year or less, any gain or loss
the capital interest or profits interest, is actually owned by that person. But stockon disposition is an ordinary gain or loss and is
owned, directly or indirectly, by or for that or partnership interest constructivelyreported in Part II, Form 4797. Ordinary gains
person, or owned by an individual under rule (2) willmay be taxed at a higher rate of tax than capi-

not be treated as owned by the individualtal gains, as discussed later in chapter 3. For 2) An entity whose relationship with that per-
for applying rule (2) to make another per-more information on business assets held for son is one of the following:
son the constructive owner of that stockmore than 1 year, see Section 1231 Property a) A corporation and a partnership, if the
or partnership interest.in chapter 4. same persons own more than 50% in

Rental property.  Treat rental property as value of the outstanding stock of the
a business asset on Form 4797. corporation and more than 50% of the

capital interest or profits interest in the Nondeductible Loss 
Letters, memorandums,  and similar prop- partnership. A loss on the sale or exchange of property is
erty (such as drafts of speeches, recordings, not deductible if the transaction is directly orb) Two corporations that are members oftranscripts, manuscripts, drawings, or photo- indirectly between the following relatedthe same controlled group as defined ingraphs) are not treated as capital assets if parties:section 1563(a) of the Internal Reve-your personal efforts created them or if they

nue Code, except that ‘‘more than 1) Members of a family, including only broth-were prepared or produced for you. Nor is this
50%’’ is substituted for ‘‘at least 80%’’ ers, sisters, half-brothers, half-sisters,property a capital asset if your basis in it is de-
in that definition. spouse, ancestors (parents, grandpar-termined by reference to the person who cre-

ents, etc.), and lineal descendants (chil-ated it or the person for whom it was prepared. c) Two S corporations, if the same per-
dren, grandchildren, etc.).For this purpose, letters and memorandums sons own more than 50% in value of
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2) An individual and a corporation when the Ownership of stock or partnership inter-
individual owns, directly or indirectly, ests.  In determining whether an individual Other Dispositions 
more than 50% in value of the outstand- owns  directly or indirectly any of the out-

This section discusses some special rules foring stock of the corporation. standing stock of a corporation or an interest
determining the treatment of gain or loss fromin a partnership for purposes of a loss on a3) Two corporations that are members of various dispositions of property.sale or exchange, the following rules apply.the same controlled group as defined in

Rule 1.  Stock or a partnership interestsection 267(f) of the Internal Revenue
Abandonments owned, directly or indirectly, by or for a corpo-Code.

ration, partnership, estate, or trust is consid- Loss from abandonment of business or invest-4) A trust fiduciary and a corporation when
ered owned proportionately by or for its share- ment property is deductible as an ordinarythe trust or the grantor of the trust owns,
holders, partners, or beneficiaries. (However, loss, even if the property is a capital asset. Thedirectly or indirectly, more than 50% in
for a partnership interest owned by or for a C loss is the amount of the property’s adjustedvalue of the outstanding stock of the
corporation, this applies only to shareholders basis when abandoned. However, if the prop-corporation.

erty is later foreclosed on or repossessed,who own, directly or indirectly, 5% or more in
5) A grantor and fiduciary, and the fiduciary gain or loss is figured as discussed in chaptervalue of the stock of the corporation.)

and beneficiary, of any trust. 1 under Foreclosures and Repossessions.Rule 2.  An individual is considered as
The abandonment loss is taken in the tax yearowning the stock or partnership interest6) Fiduciaries of two different trusts, and the
in which the loss is sustained.fiduciary and beneficiary of two different owned, directly or indirectly, by or for his or her

You may not deduct any loss from aban-trusts, if the same person is the grantor of family. Family includes only brothers and sis-
donment of your personal residence or otherboth trusts. ters, half-brothers and half-sisters, spouse,
property held for personal use.ancestors, and lineal descendants.7) A tax-exempt educational or charitable or-

Rule 3.  An individual owning (other than by Example.  In 1995, Ann abandoned herganization and a person who, directly or
applying Rule 2) any stock in a corporation is home that she purchased in 1990 forindirectly, controls such an organization,
considered to own the stock owned directly or $200,000. At the time she abandoned theor a member of that person’s family.

house, her mortgage balance was $185,000.indirectly by or for his or her partner.
8) A corporation and a partnership if the She has a nondeductible loss of $200,000 (theRule 4.  For purposes of applying Rules 1,same persons own more than 50% in adjusted basis). If the bank later forecloses on2, or 3, stock or a partnership interest con-value of the outstanding stock of the cor-

the loan or repossesses the house, she willstructively owned by a person under Rule 1 isporation and more than 50% of the capi-
have to figure her gain or loss as discussed intreated as actually owned by that person. Buttal interest or profits interest in the
chap te r  1  under  Forec losures  andstock or a partnership interest constructivelypartnership.
Repossessions.owned by an individual under Rule 2 or 3 is not

9) Two S corporations if the same persons treated as owned by the individual for reapply-
own more than 50% in value of the out- Cancellation of debt.  If the abandoned prop-ing either Rule 2 or 3 to make another person
standing stock of each corporation. erty secures a debt for which you are person-the constructive owner of the stock or partner-

ally liable and the debt is canceled, you will re-10) Two corporations, one of which is an S ship interest.
alize ordinary income equal to the amount ofcorporation, if the same persons own
canceled debt. This income is separate frommore than 50% in value of the outstand- Indirect transactions.  You may not deduct
any loss realized from abandonment of theing stock of each corporation. your loss on the sale of stock through your
property. Report income from cancellation of a

broker if, for example, under a prearranged11) Two partnerships if the same persons debt related to a business or rental activity as
own, directly or indirectly, more than 50% plan a related person or entity buys the same business or rental income. Report income
of the capital interests or profits interests stock that you had owned. This does not apply from cancellation of a nonbusiness debt as
in both partnerships. to a cross-trade between related parties miscellaneous income on line 21, Form 1040.

through an exchange that is purely coinciden-12) A person and a partnership when the per- However, income from cancellation of debt
tal and has no evidence of prearrangement.son owns, directly or indirectly, more than is not taxed if the cancellation is intended as a

50% of the capital interest or profits inter- gift, if the debt is qualified farm indebtedness
Property received from a related party.  If,est in the partnership. (see chapter 4 of Publication 225, Farmer’s
in a purchase or exchange, you received prop- Tax Guide) or qualified real property indebted-
erty from a related party who had a loss thatIf a sale or exchange is between any of ness (see  chapter 6 of Publication 334, Tax
was not allowable and you later sell or ex-these related parties and involves the lump- Guide for Small Business), or if you are insol-
change the property at a gain, you recognizesum sale of a number of blocks of stock or vent or bankrupt (see Publication 908, Tax In-
the gain only to the extent that it is more thanpieces of property, the gain or loss must be formation on Bankruptcy).

computed separately for each block of stock the loss previously disallowed to the related
or piece of property. The gain on each item is party. This rule applies only to the original Forms 1099–A and 1099–C.  If your aban-
taxable. The loss on any item is nondeduct- transferee. doned property secures a loan and the lender
ible. Gains from the sales of any of these items knows the property has been abandoned, theExample 1.  Your brother sold stock to you
may not be reduced by losses on the sales of lender should send you Form 1099–A showingfor $7,600. His cost basis was $10,000. Hisany of the other items. information you need to figure your loss fromloss of $2,400 was not deductible. You later

the abandonment. However, if your debt issell the same stock to an unrelated party for
Partnership interests.  The nondeductible canceled and the lender must file Form 1099–$10,500, realizing a gain of $2,900 ($10,500 –loss rule does not apply to a sale or exchange C, the lender may include the information $7,600). Your recognized gain is only $500,between the related parties described in (11) about the abandonment on that form insteadthe excess gain over the $2,400 loss not al-or (12) above of an interest in the partnership. of on Form 1099-A. The lender must file Formlowed to your brother.

1099-C and send you a copy if the amount of
Example 2.  Assume the same facts as inSpecial rules for controlled groups.  Losses debt canceled is $600 or more and the lender

Example 1, except that you sell the stock foron transactions between members of the is a financial institution, credit union, or federal
same controlled group described in (3) above $6,900 instead of $10,500. Your recognized government agency. For abandonments of
are deferred rather than denied. loss is only $700 ($7,600 –  $6,900). You can- property and debt cancellations occurring in

For more information, see section 267(f) of not deduct the loss not allowed to your 1995, these forms should be sent to you by
the Internal Revenue Code. January 31, 1996.brother.
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group of assets constitutes a trade or busi- are explained in chapter 4. See chapter 12 ofSale of a Business 
ness if goodwill or going concern value could, Publication 535, Business Expenses, for infor-

The sale of a business is not usually a sale of under any circumstances, attach to them. mation on amortizable intangible property, and
one asset. Instead, all of the assets of the bus- For information on section 197 intangibles, chapter 1 of Publication 946, How To Depreci-
iness are sold. Generally, when this occurs, see Dispositions of Intangible Property, later. ate Property, for information on depreciable in-
each asset is treated as being sold separately Consideration.  The buyer’s considera- tangible property. Gain or loss on dispositions
for determining the treatment of gain or loss. tion is the cost of the assets acquired. The of other intangible property is ordinary or capi-

A business usually has many assets. When seller’s consideration is the amount realized tal gain or loss depending on whether the
sold, these assets must be classified as capi- (money plus fair market value of property re- property is a capital asset or a noncapital
tal assets, depreciable property used in the ceived) from the sale of assets. asset.
business, real property used in the business, Residual method.  The residual method The following discussions explain special
or property held for sale to customers, such as provides for the consideration to be reduced rules that apply to certain dispositions of intan-
inventory or stock in trade. The gain or loss on first by the amount of cash, demand deposits, gible property.
each asset is figured separately. The sale of and similar accounts transferred by the seller.
capital assets results in capital gain or loss The amount of consideration remaining after Section 197 Intangibles 
(discussed in chapter 3). The sale of real prop- this reduction must be allocated among the

Section 197 intangibles are certain intangibleserty or depreciable property used in the busi- various business assets in a specified order.
acquired after August 10, 1993 (after July 25,ness and held more than 1 year results in gain The allocation must be made among the
1991, if elected), and held in connection withor loss from a section 1231 transaction (dis- following assets in proportion to (but not in ex-
the conduct of a trade or business or an activ-cussed in chapter 4). The sale of inventory re- cess of) their fair market value on the
ity entered into for profit, whose costs are am-sults in ordinary income or loss. purchase date in the following order:
ortized over 15 years. They include:

1) Certificates of deposit, U.S. government
Partnership interests.  An interest in a part- 1) Goodwill,securities, readily marketable stock or se-
nership or joint venture is treated as a capital curities, and foreign currency, 2) Going concern value,asset when sold. The part of any gain or loss

2) All other assets except section 197 in-from unrealized receivables or inventory items 3) Workforce in place,
tangibles, andthat have appreciated substantially in value

4) Business books and records, operating3) Section 197 intangibles.will be treated as ordinary gain or loss.
systems, and other information bases,

For more information on partnerships, see
5) Patents, copyrights, formulas, processes,Payments for Unrealized Receivables and In- Example.  The total amount paid in the

designs, patterns, knowhow, formats, andventory Items in Publication 541. sale of Company SKB is $21,000. No cash or
similar items,demand deposits were sold. The company’s

U.S. government securities had a fair marketCorporation interests.  Your interest in a cor- 6) Customer-based intangibles,
value of $3,200. Other tangible business as-poration is represented by stock certificates.

7) Supplier-based intangibles,sets had a fair market value of $15,000. Of theWhen you sell these certificates, you usually
$21,000 paid for Company SKB, $3,200 is al-realize capital gain or loss. For information on 8) Licenses, permits, and other rights
located to U.S. government securit ies,the sale of stock, see chapter 4 in Publication granted by a governmental unit,
$15,000 to other tangible business assets,550.

9) Covenants not to compete entered into inand the remaining $2,800 to goodwill or other
connection with the acquisition of a busi-section 197 intangibles.Corporate liquidations.  Corporate liquida-
ness, andAgreement.  The buyer and seller maytions of property are generally treated as a

enter into a written agreement as to the alloca-sale or exchange. Gain or loss is generally rec- 10) Franchises, trademarks, and trade
tion of any consideration, or the fair marketognized by the corporation on a liquidating names.
value of any of the assets. This agreement issale of its assets. Gain or loss is also generally
binding on both parties unless the Internalrecognized on a liquidating distribution of as- For more information, see chapter 12 of Publi-Revenue Service determines that thesets as if the corporation sold the assets to the cation 535.amounts are not appropriate.distributee at fair market value. The following special rules apply to dispo-Reporting requirement.  Both the buyer

sitions of section 197 intangibles.and seller involved in the sale of business as-Allocation of consideration paid for a busi-
sets must report to the IRS the allocation of

ness.  The sale of a trade or business for a Covenant not to compete.  A covenant notthe sales price among section 197 intangibles
lump sum is considered a sale of each individ- to compete (or similar arrangement) that is aand the other business assets. Use Form
ual asset rather than a single asset. Except for section 197 intangible cannot be treated as8594, Asset Acquisition Statement Under
assets exchanged under the like-kind ex- disposed of or worthless before you have dis-Section 1060, to provide this information. The
change rules, both the buyer and seller of a posed of your entire interest in the trade orbuyer and seller should each attach Form
business must use the residual method (ex- business for which the covenant was entered8594 to their federal income tax return for the
plained later) to allocate the consideration to into. Members of the same controlled group ofyear in which the sale occurred.
each business asset transferred. This method corporations and commonly controlled busi-
determines gain or loss from the transfer of nesses are treated as a single entity in deter-Dispositions of Intangibleeach asset and how much of the considera- mining whether a member has disposed of its
tion is for goodwill and certain other intangible entire interest in a trade or business.Property 
property. It also determines the buyer’s basis Intangible property is any personal property
in the business assets. that has value but cannot be seen or touched. Nondeductible loss.  You cannot deduct a

The residual method must be used for any It includes such items as patents, copyrights, loss from the disposition or worthlessness of a
transfer of a group of assets that constitutes a and the goodwill value of a business. section 197 intangible that you acquired in the
trade or business and for which the buyer’s ba- Gain or loss on the sale or exchange of same transaction (or series of related transac-
sis is determined only by the amount paid for amortizable or depreciable intangible property tions) as another section 197 intangible you
the assets. This applies to both direct and indi- held more than 1 year (other than an amount still hold. Instead, you must increase the ad-
rect transfers, such as the sale of a business, recaptured as ordinary income) is a section justed basis of your retained section 197 intan-
or the sale of a partnership interest in which 1231 gain or loss. The treatment of section gible by the amount of nondeductible loss. If
the basis of the buyer’s share of the partner- 1231 gain or loss and the recapture of amorti- you retain more than one section 197 intangi-
ship assets is adjusted for the amount paid. A zation and depreciation as ordinary income ble, increase each intangible’s adjusted basis.
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Figure the increase by multiplying the nonde- than all the rights that exist and have Subdivision of Land 
ductible loss amount by a fraction, the numer- value at the time of the transfer.

If you own a tract of land, and in order to sell orator of which is the intangible’s adjusted basis 4) The rights are less than all the claims or exchange it, you subdivide it into individual lotson the date of the loss and the denominator of inventions covered by the patent that ex- or parcels, you may receive capital gain treat-which is the total adjusted basis of all retained ist and have value at the time of the ment on at least part of the proceeds providedintangibles on the date of the loss. transfer. you meet certain requirements. See sectionIn applying this rule, members of the same
1237 of the Internal Revenue Code.controlled group of corporations and com- Related persons.  The special tax treatment

monly controlled businesses are treated as a does not apply if the transfer is either directly
single entity. For example, a corporation can- Timber or indirectly between you and a related per-
not deduct a loss on the sale of a section 197 Standing timber you held as investment prop-son, as defined earlier under Sales and Ex-
intangible if, after the sale, a member of the erty is a capital asset. Gain or loss from its salechanges Between Related Parties, and its dis-
same controlled group retains other section is reported as a capital gain or loss on Sched-cussion Nondeduct ible Loss, with the
197 intangibles that were acquired in the same ule D (Form 1040). If you held the timber pri-following changes:
transaction as the intangible sold. marily for sale to customers, it is not a capital1) Members of your family include your

asset. Gain or loss on its sale is ordinary in-spouse, ancestors, and lineal descend-Patents come or loss. It is reported in the gross re-ants, but not your brothers, sisters, half-
Under a special rule, the transfer of a patent ceipts/sales and cost of goods sold items ofbrothers, or half-sisters.
by an individual is treated as a sale or ex- your return.

2) Substitute ‘‘25% or more’’ ownership forchange of a capital asset held more than one Farmers who cut timber on their land and
‘‘more than 50%’’ in that listing.year. This applies even if the payments for the sell it as logs, firewood, or pulpwood usually

patent are made periodically during the trans- have no cost or other basis for that timber.
If you fit within the definition of a relatedferee’s use or are contingent on the productiv- These sales constitute a very minor part of

person independent of family status, theity, use, or disposition of the patent. For infor- their farm businesses. In these cases,
brother-sister exception in (1), above, doesmation on the treatment of capital assets held amounts realized from such sales, and the ex-
not apply. Thus, a transfer between a brotherfor more than one year, see chapter 3. penses of cutting, hauling, etc., may be en-and a sister (as beneficiary and fiduciary of theThis treatment applies to your transfer of a tered as ordinary farm income and expensessame trust) is a transfer between related par-patent if you meet all the following conditions: on Schedule F (Form 1040).  Special rules ap-ties. The brother-sister exception does not ap-

ply if you owned the timber more than 1 year1) You are the holder of the patent. ply because the trust relationship is indepen-
and choose to either:2) You transfer the patent other than by gift, dent of family status.

inheritance, or devise. 1) Treat timber cutting as a sale or ex-
change, orFranchise, Trademark, or Trade3) You transfer all substantial rights to the

patent or an undivided interest in all such Name 2) Enter into a cutting contract.
rights. If you transfer or renew a franchise, trade-

mark, or trade name for a price that is contin- Under these rules, discussed below, disposi-4) You do not transfer the patent to a related
gent on its productivity, use, or disposition, the tion of the timber is treated as a sale or ex-person.
amount you receive is generally treated as an change of section 1231 property. Gain or loss
amount realized from the sale of a noncapital is reported on Form 4797.Holder.  You are the holder of a patent if you
asset. A franchise includes an agreement thatare either:
gives one of the parties the right to distribute, Christmas trees.  Evergreen trees, such asThe individual whose effort created the sell, or provide goods, services, or facilities Christmas trees, that are more than 6 yearspatent property and who qualifies as within a specified area. old when severed from their roots and sold forthe original and first inventor, or If you keep any significant power, right, or ornamental purposes, are included in the term

The individual who purchased an interest continuing interest in the subject matter of a ‘‘timber.’’ They qualify for both rules, dis-
in the patent from the inventor before franchise, trademark, or trade name that you cussed next.
the invention was tested and operated transfer or renew, the amount you receive is
successfully under operating condi- ordinary royalty income, rather than an Timber cutting as a sale or exchange.
tions, and who is neither related to, nor amount realized from a sale or exchange. Under the general rule, the cutting of timberthe employer of, the inventor. A significant power, right, or continuing results in no gain or loss. It is not until a sale or

interest in a franchise, trademark, or trade exchange occurs that gain or loss is realized.
All substantial rights.  All substantial rights to name includes, but is not limited to, the follow- But if you owned or had a contractual right to
patent property are all rights that are of value ing rights in the transferred interest: cut timber, you may choose to treat the cutting
when they are transferred. A security interest 1) A right to disapprove any assignment of of timber as a sale or exchange in the year it is
(such as a lien), or a reservation calling for for- the interest, or any part of it. cut. Even though the cut timber is not actuallyfeiture for nonperformance, is not treated as a

sold or exchanged, you report your gain or2) A right to end the agreement at will.substantial right for these rules and may be
loss on the cutting for the year the timber iskept by you as the holder of the patent. 3) A right to set standards of quality for prod-
cut. Any later sale results in ordinary income orIn the following transfers of patent rights, ucts used or sold, or for services pro-
loss. See Example, later.all substantial rights are not transferred, and vided, and for the equipment and facilities

Qualifying for treatment under this rule.the holder is not entitled to the special tax used to promote such products or
For your timber to qualify for this treatment,treatment: services.
you must:

1) The rights are limited geographically 4) A right to make the recipient sell or adver-
1) Own, or hold a contractual right to cut, thewithin a country. (But a transfer of rights tise only your products or services.

timber for a period of more than 1 yearthat are to one or more whole countries 5) A right to make the recipient buy most before it is cut,could be a transfer of all substantial supplies and equipment from you.
rights.) 2) Cut the timber for sale or use in your trade6) A right to get payments based on the pro-

or business, and2) The rights are limited to a period less than ductivity, use, or disposition of the trans-
the remaining life of the patent. 3) Elect to treat the cutting of timber as aferred item of interest if those payments

sale or exchange of property used in a3) The rights are limited to fields of use are a substantial part of the transfer
within trades or industries and are less agreement. trade or business (regardless of whether
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the timber is includible in inventory or held year taxpayer. On January 1, 1995, the timber Precious Metals and
primarily for sale to customers). had a fair market value (FMV) of $120 per

Stones, Stamps, and Coins MBF. It was cut in April for sale. On your 1995
Gold, silver, gems, stamps, coins, etc., areElection.  You make your election on your tax return, you elect to treat the cutting of the
capital assets except when they are held forreturn for the year the cutting takes place by timber as a sale or exchange. You report the
sale by a dealer. Any gain or loss from theirincluding in income the gain or loss on the cut- difference between the FMV and your ad-
sale or exchange is generally a capital gain orting, and including a computation of your gain justed basis for depletion as a gain. This

or loss. You do not have to make the election loss. If you are a dealer, the amount receivedamount is reported on Form 4797 along with
in the first year you cut timber. You may from the sale is ordinary income reportable onyour other section 1231 gains and losses to
choose to make it in any year to which the Schedule C (Form 1040).figure whether it is treated as capital gain or as
election would apply. If the timber is partner- ordinary gain. You figure your gain as follows:
ship property, the election is made on the part- Coal and Iron Ore nership return. This election cannot be made FMV of timber January 1, 1995 . . . . . . . . . . $480,000

If you own, for more than 1 year, coal (includ-on an amended return. Minus: Adjusted basis for depletion . . . . . 160,000
ing lignite) or iron ore mined in the UnitedOnce you have made the election, it re-
States, and dispose of it under a contract inmains in effect for all later years, unless you Section 1231 gain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $320,000
which you keep an economic interest in therevoke it. You may revoke an election you
coal or iron ore, the disposition is treated as amade for a tax year beginning after 1986 only The FMV becomes your basis in the cut sale of section 1231 property. For this rule, theif you can show undue hardship and get the timber, and a later sale of the cut timber, date the coal or iron ore is mined is consideredconsent of the Internal Revenue Service including any by-product or tree tops, will the date of its disposal.(IRS). Thereafter, you may not make any new

result in ordinary income or loss. Your gain or loss is the difference betweenelection unless you have the consent of IRS.
the amount realized from disposal of the coalSpecial revocation.  A special rule for any

Cutting contract.  If you own standing timber or iron ore and the adjusted basis you use toelection you made for a tax year beginning
and dispose of it under a cutting contract, youbefore 1987 allows you to revoke it for any tax figure cost depletion (increased by certain ex-
must treat the disposal as a sale or exchangeyear ending after 1986 without the consent of penditures not allowed as deductions for the
if you held the timber for more than 1 yearIRS. You can revoke the election by attaching tax year). This amount is included on Form
before its disposal. You must also retain an ec-a statement to your tax return for the year the 4797 along with your other section 1231 gains
onomic interest in it.revocation is to be effective. If you make this and losses.

The difference between the amount real-special revocation, which can be made only You are considered an owner if you own or
ized from the disposal of the timber and its ad-once, you can make a new election without sublet an economic interest in the coal or iron

the consent of IRS. Any further revocation will justed basis for depletion is treated as gain or ore in place. If you own only an option to buy
require the consent of IRS. loss on its sale. Include this amount on Form the coal in place, you do not qualify as an

The statement must provide: 4797 along with your other section 1231 gains owner. In addition, this special gain or loss
or losses to figure whether it is treated as capi- treatment does not apply to income realized1) Your name, address, and identification
tal or ordinary gain or loss. by an owner who is a co-adventurer, partner,number,

Date of disposal.  The date of disposal is or principal in the mining of coal or iron ore.
2) The year the revocation is effective and the date the timber is cut. However, if you re- The expenses of making and administering

the timber to which it applies, ceive payment under the contract before the the contract under which the coal or iron ore
3) That the revocation being made is of the timber is cut, you may elect to treat the date of was disposed of and the expenses of preserv-

election to treat the cutting of timber as a payment as the date of disposal. This election ing the economic interest kept under the con-
sale or exchange under section 631(a) of is effective only to figure the holding period of tract are not allowed as deductions in figuring
the Internal Revenue Code, the timber. It has no effect on the time for re- taxable income. Rather, their total along with

the adjusted basis is deducted from theporting gain or loss. The election is made by a4) That the revocation is being made under
amount received to determine gain. If the totalstatement attached to the tax return filed bysection 311(d) of Public Law 99-514, and
of these expenses plus the adjusted depletionthe due date (including extensions) for the

5) That you are entitled to make the revoca- basis is more than the amount received, theyear payment is received. The statement iden-
tion under section 311(d) of Public Law result is a loss.tifies the advance payments subject to the
99-514 and temporary regulations section

election and the contract under which they301.9100-7T.
were made. Special rule.  The above treatment does not

apply if you dispose of the iron ore or coal di-Owner.  The owner is any person whoGain or loss.  Your gain or loss on the cut-
rectly or indirectly to:owns an economic interest in timber, includingting of standing timber is the difference be-

a sublessor and the holder of a contract to cut 1) A related person (see Nondeductibletween its adjusted basis for depletion and its
timber. Loss under Sales and Exchanges Be-fair market value on the first day of your tax

Economic interest.  An economic interest tween Related Parties, earlier), whose re-year in which it is cut. Your adjusted basis for
in standing timber means you acquired an in- lationship to you would result in the disal-depletion of cut timber is based on the number
terest by investment and get, by any form of le- lowance of a loss, orof units (feet board measure, log scale, or
gal relationship, income from cutting that tim-other units) of timber cut during the tax year 2) An individual, trust, estate, partnership,ber, for a return of your capital investment.and considered to be sold or exchanged. Your association, company, or corporation

adjusted basis for depletion is also based on owned or controlled directly or indirectly
Tree stumps.  Tree stumps are a capital assetthe depletion unit of timber in the account by the same interests that own or control
if they are on land held by an investor who isused for the cut timber, and should be figured your business.

in the same manner as shown in section 611 not in the timber or stump business as a buyer,
of the Internal Revenue Code and Income Tax seller, or processor. Gain from the sale of
Regulation section 1.611-3. stumps sold in one lot by such a holder is

Conversion Transactions Depletion on timber is discussed in chapter taxed as a capital gain. However, tree stumps
13 in Publication 535. held by timber operators after the saleable Special rules prevent the conversion of ordi-

standing timber was cut and removed from the nary income into capital gain through partici-Example.  In April 1995, you owned 4,000
land are considered by-products. Gain from pation in a conversion transaction. A conver-MBF (1,000 board feet) of standing timber for
the sale of stumps in lots or tonnage by such sion transaction generally consists of two ormore than 1 year. It has an adjusted basis for

more positions taken with regard to the sameoperators is taxed as ordinary income.depletion of $40 per MBF. You are a calendar
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or similar property. The return from the trans- 1 year, the gain or loss from its disposition is Installment sale.  The gain from an install-
action is attributable to the time value of your long term. ment sale of an asset qualifying for long-term
net investment, in the nature of interest. Under capital gain treatment in the year of sale con-
the special rules, gain that would otherwise be tinues to be long term in later tax years. If it is

Table 3-1. Do I Have a Short-Term orcapital gain is treated as ordinary income. short term in the year of sale, it continues to be
Long-Term Gain or Loss?Ordinary income treatment applies to rec- short term when payments are received in

ognized gain on the disposition or termination later tax years.
If you hold theof any position held as part of certain conver- Nontaxable exchanges.  If you acquire anproperty: Then you have a:sion transactions entered into after April 30, asset in exchange for another asset and your

1993. This applies if substantially all your ex- basis for the new asset is figured, in whole or1 year or less Short-term capital
pected return is attributable to the time value in part, by your basis in the old property, thegain or loss
of your net investment and the transaction is: holding period of the new property includes

the holding period of the old property. That is,More than 1 year Long-term capital1) An applicable straddle (generally, any set
it begins on the same day as your holding pe-gain or lossof offsetting positions with respect to per-
riod for the old property.sonal property, including stock),

Example.  You bought machinery on De-2) A transaction in which you acquire prop-
cember 3, 1994. On June 3, 1995, you tradederty and, at or about the same time, con- These distinctions are essential to cor-
this machinery for other machinery in a non-tract to sell the same or substantially rectly arrive at your net capital gain or loss.
taxable exchange. On December 5, 1995, youidentical property at a specified price, or Capital losses are allowed in full against capi-
sold the machinery you got in the exchange.tal gains plus up to $3,000 of ordinary income.3) Any other transaction that is marketed Your holding period for this machinery beginsThe maximum tax rate for capital gains is ex-and sold as producing capital gain from a
on December 4, 1994. Therefore, you willplained later under Maximum Tax Rate ontransaction in which substantially all of
have a long term gain or loss.Capital Gains.your expected return is due to the time

Corporate liquidation.  The holding pe-value of your net investment.
riod for property you receive in a liquidationHolding period.  To figure  if you held property
generally starts on the day after you receive itmore than 1 year, start counting on the day fol-For more information, see chapter 4 of
if gain or loss is recognized.lowing the day you acquire the property. ThePublication 550, Investment Income and

Profit-sharing plan.  The holding period ofsame date of each following month is the be-Expenses.
common stock withdrawn from a qualifiedginning of a new month regardless of the num-
contributory profit-sharing plan begins on theber of days in the preceding month. The day
day following the day the plan trustee deliv-you dispose of the property is part of your
ered the stock to the transfer agent with in-holding period.
structions to reissue the stock in the taxpay-Example.  If you bought an asset on June3. er’s name.18, 1995, you should start counting on June

Gifts.  If you receive a gift of property and19, 1995. If you sell the asset on June 18,
your basis in it is figured using the donor’s ba-1996, your holding period is not more than 1Tax Treatment of
sis, your holding period includes the donor’syear, but if you sell it on June 19, 1996, your
holding period. For more information on basis,holding period is more than 1 year.Capital Gains and
get Publication 551.Patent property.  Any gain or loss from

Real property.  To figure how long youthe disposition of your own patent property isLosses
held real property, start counting on the day af-generally long term, no matter how long you
ter you received title to it or, if earlier, the dayactually owned it. For more information, see
after you took possession of it and assumedPatents in chapter 2.Topics
the burdens and privileges of ownership.Inherited property.  If you inherit prop-This chapter discusses:

However, taking possession of real prop-erty, you are considered to have held the prop-
● Long and short term erty under an option agreement is not enougherty for more than 1 year even if you dispose of

to start the holding period. The holding period● Net gain or loss it within 1 year after the decedent’s death.
● Treatment of capital losses
● Maximum tax rate on capital gains Table 3-2. Holding Period for Different Types of Acquisitions

Useful Items Type of acquisition: When your holding period starts:
You may want to see:

Stocks and bonds bought on Day after trading date you bought security. Ends on trading
Form (and Instructions) a securities market date you sold security.

□ Schedule D (Form 1040) Capital
U.S. Treasury notes and If bought at auction, day after notification of bid acceptance. IfGains and Losses
bonds bought through subscription, day after subscription was sub-

mitted.

Nontaxable exchanges Day after date you acquired old property.

Long and Short Term Gift If your basis is giver’s adjusted basis, same day as giver’s
holding period began. If your basis is FMV, day after date ofThe treatment of a capital gain or loss de- gift.

pends on how long you own the asset before
you sell or exchange it. The time you own an Real property bought Generally, day after date you received title to the property.
asset before disposing of it is the holding
period. Real property repossessed Day after date you originally received title to the property but

If you hold a capital asset 1 year or less, does not include time between the original sale and date of
the gain or loss from its disposition is short repossession.
term. If you hold a capital asset for more than
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cannot start until there is an actual contract of 2) The amount shown on line 35, Form 1040 Death of taxpayer.  Capital losses cannot be
sale. The holding period of the seller cannot (your taxable income without your deduc- carried over after a taxpayer’s death. They are
end before that time. tion for exemptions), is less than zero. deductible only on the final income tax return

Repossession.  If you sell real property filed on the decedent’s behalf. The capital loss
but keep a security interest in it and then later limit discussed earlier still applies in this situa-If either of these situations applies to you inrepossess it, your holding period for a later tion. Even if the loss is greater than the limit,1995, complete the Capital Loss Carryoversale includes the period you held the property the decedent’s estate cannot deduct the ex-Worksheet, provided in the instructions tobefore the original sale, as well as the period cess or carry it over to following years.Schedule D (Form 1040), to figure the amountafter the repossession. Your holding period

of your loss that you can carry over to 1996.does not include the time between the original
Corporations.  A corporation may deductIn 1996, you will treat the carryover loss assale and the repossession. That is, it does not
capital losses only up to the amount of its capi-if it occurred in that year. It will be combinedinclude the period during which the first buyer
tal gains. In other words, if a corporation haswith any capital gains and losses you have inheld the property.

1996, and any excess capital loss will be sub- an excess capital loss, it cannot be deducted
ject to the limit for that year. Any loss not used in the current tax year. It must be carried to
in 1996 will be carried over to 1997. other tax years and deducted from capital

gains occurring in those years. For more infor-Net Gain or Loss Example.  Bob and Gloria Sampson sold
mation, see Publication 542.

property in 1995. The sale resulted in a capitalThe totals for short-term capital gains and
loss of $7,000. The Sampsons had no otherlosses and the totals for long-term capital
capital transactions. On their joint 1995 return,gains and losses must be figured separately.
the Sampsons deduct $3,000, the yearly limit. Maximum Tax Rate
They had taxable income of $2,000. The un-

Net short-term capital gain or loss.  Merge
used part of the loss, $4,000 ($7,000 – on Capital Gains your short-term capital gains and losses. Do
$3,000), is carried over to 1996. The allowablethis by adding all your short-term capital gains. The 31%, 36%, and 39.6% income tax rates$3,000 deduction is considered used in 1995.Then add all your short-term capital losses. for individuals do not apply to net capital gains.If the Sampsons’ capital loss had beenSubtract one total from the other. The result is The maximum tax rate on a net capital gain$2,000, it would not have been more than theyour net short-term capital gain or loss. (the smaller of line 17 or 18 of Schedule D,yearly limit. Their capital loss deduction would

Form 1040) is 28%. Net capital gain is the ex-have been $2,000. They would have no carry-
Net long-term capital gain or loss.  Follow cess of net long-term capital gain for the yearover to 1996.
the same steps to merge your long-term capi- over the net short-term capital loss for the
tal gains and losses. The result is your net year.

Short-term and long-term losses.  Whenlong-term capital gain or loss.
you carry over a loss, it retains its original char-

Caution:  As this publication was beingacter as either long term or short term. A short-Net gain.  If the total of your capital gains is prepared for print, Congress was consideringterm loss that you carry over to the next taxmore than the total of your capital losses, the tax law changes that would affect capital gainsyear is added to short-term losses occurring inexcess is taxable. This net gain is generally and losses. The line numbers on Schedule Dthat year. A long-term loss that you carry overtaxed at the same rate as your ordinary in- (Form 1040) could change for 1995. See Pub-to the next tax year is added to long-termcome. However, the part that is not more than lication 553, Highlights of 1995 Tax Changes,losses occurring in that year. Thus, a long-your net long-term capital gain is taxed at a for further developments. Information onterm capital loss you carry over to the nextrate no higher than 28%. See Maximum Tax
these changes will also be available electroni-year reduces that year’s long-term gainsRate on Capital Gains, later.
cally through our bulletin board or via the In-before its short-term gains.
ternet (see page 34 of the Form 1040If you have both short-term and long-term

Net loss.  If the total of your capital losses is Instructions).losses, your short-term losses are used first
more than the total of your capital gains, the

against your allowable capital loss deduction.
excess is deductible. But there are limits on However, if you elect to include any part of

If, after using your short-term losses, you have
how much loss you can deduct, and when you a net capital gain from a disposition of invest-not reached the limit on the capital loss deduc-can deduct it. See Treatment of Capital ment property in investment income for figur-tion, use your long-term losses until you reachLosses, next. ing your investment interest deduction, youthe limit. This computation of your short-term

must reduce the net capital gain eligible for thecapital loss carryover or your long-term capital
28% rate by the same amount. You make thisloss carryover is made on the Capital Loss
election on Form 4952, Investment InterestCarryover Worksheet provided in the instruc-Treatment of Capital Expense Deduction, line 4e. For informationtions for Schedule D (Form 1040).
on making this election, see the instructions toLosses 
Form 4952. For information on the investment

Joint and separate returns.  On a joint re-This discussion relates only to individuals who interest deduction, see chapter 3 in Publica-
turn, the capital gains and losses of a husbandhave allowable capital losses. See chapter 2, tion 550.
and wife are figured as the gains and losses offor information on allowable losses.
an individual. If you are married and filing aIf your capital losses are more than your Figuring tax on net capital gains.  If you fileseparate return, your yearly capital loss de-capital gains, you must deduct the excess Schedule D and both lines 17 and 18 ofduction is limited to $1,500. Neither you noreven if you do not have ordinary income to off- Schedule D are gains, or if you reported capitalyour spouse may deduct any part of theset it. The yearly limit on the amount of the

gain distributions on line 13, Form 1040, youother’s loss.capital loss you can deduct is $3,000 ($1,500 if
may need to use the Capital Gain Tax Work-If you and your spouse once filed separateyou are married and file a separate return).
sheet,  provided in the instructions for line 38returns and are now filing a joint return, com-
of Form 1040, to figure your tax. Be sure tobine your separate capital loss carryovers.Capital loss carryover.  Generally, you have check the box for Capital Gain Tax WorksheetHowever, if you and your spouse once fileda capital loss carryover if either of the follow- (box c) on line 38, Form 1040, when you enterjointly and are now filing separately, any capi-ing situations applies to you. the amount of tax on that line. Use the Capitaltal loss carryover from the joint return can be
Gain Tax Worksheet if your taxable incomededucted only on the return of the spouse who1) Your excess capital loss is more than the
(line 37, Form 1040) is more than the amountactually had the loss.yearly limit, or
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shown in the following table for your filing 2) Whether the adjusted basis was figured Leaseholds.  Leaseholds used in a trade
status. or business and held for more than 1 yearusing depreciation or amortization an-

qualify as section 1231 property.other person claimed.
Filing Status Amount Cattle and horses.  Cattle and horses
Single . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $56,550 held for draft, breeding, dairy, or sporting pur-Property received by gift or inheritance.  If
Married filing jointly or qualifying poses and held for 2 years or more from acqui-the basis of section 1250 property you re-

widow (er) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94,250 sition date are section 1231 property.ceived as a gift or inheritance, or in a tax-free
Married filing separately . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47,125 Livestock.  Livestock (other than cattle,exchange, etc., is reduced by the depreciation
Head of household . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80,750 horses, and poultry) held for draft, breeding,that was either allowed or allowable to a for-

dairy, or sporting purposes and held 1 year ormer owner, a separate statement containing
more from acquisition date is section 1231the information above must be attached to
property.your return for the year the property was

Unharvested crops.  An unharvestedacquired.
crop on land used in farming is section 1231
property if the crop and land are sold, ex-Corporate distributions.  For information on4.
changed, or involuntarily converted at thedepreciable property distributed by corpora-
same time and to the same person and thetions, see Distributions of depreciated prop-Dispositions of land was held for more than 1 year.erty in Publication 542.

Growing crops sold with a lease on theDepreciable land, though sold to the same person in theGeneral asset accounts.  Special rules apply
same transaction, are not included. Nor is ato dispositions of property you depreciated us-Property sale, exchange, or involuntary conversion ofing a general asset account. For information
an unharvested crop with land included if theon these rules, see Regulations section
taxpayer keeps any right or option to reacquire1.168(i)-1(e).
the land, directly or indirectly (other than aTopics
right customarily incident to a mortgage orThis chapter discusses:
other security transaction).

● Section 1231 property Section 1231 Property 
Other dispositions.  Dispositions that may re-● Depreciation recapture on personal

Real property and depreciable or amortizable sult in gain or loss subject to section 1231property
personal property used in a trade or business treatment —

● Depreciation recapture on real property or held for the production of rents or royalties Timber, coal, and iron ore.  Gain or loss
and held more than 1 year is section 1231● Recapture on installment sales from the cutting of timber and the disposal of
property. Gain or loss recognized on its sale, timber, coal, or domestic iron ore with a re-

● Other dispositions exchange, or involuntary conversion is subject tained economic interest, as described in
to section 1231 treatment. Capital assets held chapter 2 under Timber and Coal and Iron Ore,
in connection with a trade or business or aUseful Items is subject to section 1231 treatment.
transaction entered into for profit and sub-You may want to see: Condemnations.  The gain or loss on con-
jected to an involuntary conversion are also demnations (described in chapter 1 under In-
section 1231 property if held more than 1 year.Publication voluntary Conversions) is treated as section

Before you apply section 1231 treatment 1231 gain or loss if the property was held for□ 534 Depreciating Property Placed in to a gain on a disposition of depreciable sec- more than 1 year. This includes business prop-Service Before 1987 tion 1231 property, first figure any ordinary erty and capital assets held in connection with
gain from the deduction of depreciation. See□ 537 Installment Sales a trade or business or transaction entered into
the rules discussed later under Depreciation for profit, such as investment property. Prop-□ 551 Basis of Assets Recapture on Personal Property or Deprecia- erty held for personal use is not included.
tion Recapture on Real Property. Any remain-□ 946 How To Depreciate Property Casualty and theft gains and losses.
ing gain is subject to the section 1231 For casualty and theft gains and losses to re-
treatment.Form (and Instructions) ceive section 1231 treatment, the property

must be held for more than 1 year. These in-
□ 4797 Sales of Business Property Property for sale to customers.  Property clude casualty to or theft of business property,

held mainly for sale to customers or includible property held for the production of rents and
in your inventory is not section 1231 property. royalties, and investment property (such as

If you dispose of depreciable or amortiza- If you will get back all, or nearly all, of your in- notes and bonds). Insurance payments or
ble property at a gain, you may have to treat all vestment in the property, by selling it rather other reimbursement must be taken into ac-
or part of the gain as ordinary income. than by using it up in your business, it is prop- count in arriving at the net gain or loss. How-

erty held mainly for sale to customers. For in- ever, if your casualty or theft losses exceed
Records.  To figure any gain that must be re- formation about inventory, see chapter 1 of your casualty or theft gains, neither the gains
ported as ordinary income, you must keep per- Publication 946, How To Depreciate Property. nor the losses are taken into account in the
manent records of the facts necessary to fig- section 1231 computation.
ure the amount of depreciation or amortization Sales and exchanges.  Sales or exchanges For more information on casualties and
allowed or allowable on your property. This in- of the following types of property may result in thefts, see Publication 547.
cludes the date and manner of acquisition, gain or loss subject to section 1231 treat-
cost or other basis, depreciation or amortiza- ment— Treatment of gains and losses.  Combine all
tion, and all other adjustments that affect Real property or depreciable personal gains and losses from the sale or other dispo-
basis. property.  This property must be used in a sition of section 1231 property for the tax year.

On property you got in a nontaxable ex- trade or business or held for the production of If your section 1231 gains exceed your section
change or as a gift, your records must also in- rents or royalties, and held for more than 1 1231 losses, you have a net section 1231
dicate the following: year, to qualify as section 1231 property. This gain. These gains and losses are treated as

includes amortizable section 197 intangibles1) Whether the adjusted basis was figured long-term capital gains or long-term capital
(descr ibed in  chapter  2  under  Otherusing depreciation or amortization you losses, unless you have nonrecaptured sec-
Dispositions).claimed on other property, and tion 1231 losses. (See the next discussion.) If
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your section 1231 losses exceed your section 4) Single purpose agricultural (livestock) or adjusted basis plus depreciation and amortiza-
tion adjustments (allowed or allowable) re-1231 gains, you have a net section 1231 loss. horticultural structures, or
flected in the adjusted basis. These includeIf you have a net section 1231 loss or your

5) Storage facilities (except buildings and adjustments:section 1231 gains and losses are equal, treat
their structural components) used in dis-each item as an ordinary gain or loss. On property you exchanged for, or con-tributing petroleum or any primary productRecapture of net ordinary losses.  A net verted to, your section 1245 property inof petroleum.section 1231 gain is treated as ordinary in- a like-kind exchange or involuntary

come to the extent it does not exceed your conversion, andBuildings and structural components.nonrecaptured net section 1231 losses taken
Allowed or allowable to a previous owner,Section 1245 property does not include build-in prior years. Nonrecaptured losses are the

if your basis is determined with refer-ings and structural components. Do not in-total of your net section 1231 losses for your
ence to that person’s adjusted basis.clude structures that are essentially items offive most recent preceding tax years that have

machinery or equipment as buildings andnot yet been applied (recaptured) against any
structural components. Also, do not include, Example.  In January 1993, Don Smithnet section 1231 gains in those years. Your
as buildings, structures that house property bought and placed in service section 1245losses are recaptured beginning with the earli-
used as an integral part of an activity, if the property that cost $10,000 and had a 5–yearest year subject to recapture.
structures’ use is so closely related to the life. By the end of 1995, he deducted $7,120 ofExample.  Ashley, Inc., a graphic arts com-
property’s use that the structures can be ex- depreciation using the MACRS method whichpany, is a calendar year corporation. In 1992, it
pected to be replaced when the property they reduced the asset’s adjusted basis to $2,880.had a net section 1231 loss of $8,000. For tax

Since this adjusted basis reflects deductionsinitially house is replaced. The fact that theyears 1994 and 1995, the company has net
for depreciation of $7,120, the recomputedstructures are specially designed to withstandsection 1231 gains of $5,250 and $4,600, re-
basis of the property is $10,000.the stress and other demands of the propertyspectively. In figuring taxable income for 1994,

Property received in an exchange orand the fact that the structures cannot be usedAshley treated its net section 1231 gain of
conversion.  If you received property in a like-economically for other purposes indicate that$5,250 as ordinary income by recapturing
kind exchange or involuntary conversion, thethey are closely related to the use of the prop-$5,250 of its $8,000 net section 1231 loss. In
recomputed basis of that property includes aerty they house. Thus, structures such as oil1995, it applies its remaining net section 1231
depreciation or amortization adjustment al-and gas storage tanks, grain storage bins, si-loss, $2,750 ($8,000 minus $5,250) against its
lowed or allowable on the old property you ex-los, fractionating towers, blast furnaces, basicnet section 1231 gain, $4,600. For 1995, the
changed or converted. This adjustment is re-oxygen furnaces, coke ovens, brick kilns, andcompany reports $2,750 as ordinary income
duced by any gain you recognized on thecoal tipples are not treated as buildings.and $1,850 ($4,600 minus $2,750) as long-
exchange or conversion of the old property.Storage facility.  This is a facility usedterm capital gain.

Property received as a gift.  If you re-mainly for the bulk storage of fungible com-
ceived property as a gift, the recomputed ba-modities. To be fungible, a commodity must be
sis includes any depreciation or amortizationsuch that one part may be used in place of an-
adjustments allowed or allowable to the donorDepreciation Recapture other. Bulk storage means the storage of a
for that property.commodity in a large mass before it is used.on Personal Property Stored materials that vary in composition, size,
Depreciation and amortization.  Deprecia-and weight are not fungible. One part cannotA gain on the disposition of section 1245 prop-
tion and amortization that must be recapturedbe used in place of another part and theerty is treated as ordinary income to the extent
as ordinary income include (but are not limitedmaterials cannot be estimated and replacedof depreciation allowed or allowable on the
to) the following items:by simple reference to weight, measure, andproperty. See Treatment of Gain, later.
1) Ordinary depreciation deductions;number. Thus, if a facility is used to store or-

anges that have been sorted and boxed, it isSection 1245 property.  This includes any 2) Amortization deductions for—
not used for bulk storage. The storage of dif-property that is or has been subject to an al-

a) The cost of acquiring a lease,ferent grades and forms of aluminum scrap islowance for depreciation or amortization and
not bulk storage of fungible commodities.that is: b) The cost of lessee improvements,

c) Pollution control facilities,1) Personal property (either tangible or
intangible), Treatment of Gain d) Reforestation expenses,

2) Other tangible property (except buildings The amount of gain treated as ordinary in- e) Section 197 intangibles,
and their structural components) used as: come on the sale, exchange, or involuntary

f) Child care facility expenditures madeconversion of section 1245 property, includinga) An integral part of manufacturing, pro- before 1982, anda sale and leaseback transaction, is limited toduction, or extraction or of furnishing
the lower of: g) Franchises, trademarks, and tradetransportation, communications, elec-

names acquired before August 10,tricity, gas, water, or sewage disposal 1) The depreciation and amortization al- 1993;services, lowed or allowable on the property (the
3) The section 179 expense deduction;recomputed basis of the property minusb) A research facility in any of the activi-

the adjusted basis of the property), orties in (a) above, or 4) Deductions for—

2) The gain realized on the disposition (thec) A facility in any of the activities in (a) for a) The cost of removing barriers to the
amount realized from the disposition mi-the bulk storage of fungible disabled and the elderly,

commodities, nus the adjusted basis of the property). b) Tertiary injectant expenses, and
3) That part of real property (not included in c) Depreciable clean-fuel vehicles and re-For any other disposition of section 1245 prop-(2)) having an adjusted basis that was re- fueling property (less the amount of anyerty, ordinary income is the lower of (1) aboveduced by certain amortization deductions recaptured deduction); andor the amount by which its fair market value(including those for certified pollution con-

5) The amount of any basis reduction for theexceeds its adjusted basis. See Other Disposi-trol facilities, and child-care facilities, re-
investment credit (less the amount of anytions, later.moval of architectural barriers to persons
basis increase for credit recapture).with disabilities and the elderly, or refor-

estation expenditures) or a section 179 Recomputed basis.  The recomputed basis 6) The amount of any basis reduction for the
deduction, of your section 1245 property is the total of its qualified electric vehicle credit (less the
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amount of any basis increase for credit items will establish the allocation. Special allo- section 1245, except for deductions taken on
cation rules apply to the sale of a group of as- the following properties, which are treated asrecapture).
sets that can be a trade or business. See section 1250 property:
chapter 2. Losses cannot be used to offsetExample.  You file your returns on a calen- 1) 15–year, 18–year, or 19–year real prop-
gains to report a combined gain or loss fordar year basis. In February 1993, you pur- erty and low-income housing that is resi-
section 1245 property.chased and placed in service for 100% use in dential rental property,

your business a light-duty truck (5–year prop- 2) 15–year, 18–year, or 19–year real prop-Multiple asset accounts.  In figuring ordinary erty) with an adjusted basis of $10,000. You erty and low-income housing that is usedincome because of depreciation, you mayused the half-year convention and figured your mostly outside the United States,treat any number of units of section 1245MACRS deductions for the truck were $2,000
property in a single depreciation account as 3) 15–year, 18–year, or 19–year real prop-in 1993 and $3,200 in 1994. You did not take
one item if the total ordinary income because erty and low-income housing on which thethe section 179 deduction on it. You sell the
of depreciation figured by using this method is alternate ACRS method of depreciation istruck in May 1995 for $7,000. Your adjusted
not less than it would be if depreciation on taken, andbasis is $3,840 ($10,000 minus $6,160). The
each unit were figured separately.MACRS deduction in 1995, the year of sale, is 4) Low-income property.

Example.  In one transaction you sold 50$960 (1/2 of $1,920). Your recomputed basis
machines, 25 trucks, and certain other prop-is $10,000 ($3,840 plus $6,160). The amount For more information on ACRS 15–year,
erty that is not section 1245 property. All of theyou treat as ordinary income is the lower of 18–year, and 19–year property, get Publication
depreciation was recorded in a single depreci-the following: 534.
ation account. After dividing the total received

The ordinary income rules for gains on1) Recomputed basis ($10,000) minus the among the various assets sold, you figured
section 1250 property dispositions do notadjusted basis ($3,840), or $6,160, or that each unit of section 1245 property was
apply if:sold at a gain. You may figure the ordinary in-2) Amount realized ($7,000) minus the ad-
1) You figured depreciation for the propertycome because of depreciation as if the 50 ma-justed basis ($3,840), or $3,160.

using the straight line method or any otherchines and 25 trucks were one item.
method that does not result in deprecia-However, if 5 of the trucks had been sold atThe lower of these two amounts, $3,160, is the
tion that is more than the amount figureda loss, only the 50 machines and 20 of theamount of gain treated as ordinary income.
by the straight line method, and you havetrucks could be treated as one item in deter-Figure this amount in Part III, Form 4797.
held the property more than a year,mining the ordinary income because of

depreciation.Depreciation on ‘‘other tangible property’’. 2) You realize a loss on the sale, exchange,
Normal retirement.  The normal retire-You must take into account depreciation dur- or involuntary conversion of the property,

ment of section 1245 property in multiple as-ing periods when the property was not used as 3) You dispose of residential low-incomeset accounts does not require recognition ofan integral part of an activity or did not consti- rental property that you held for 16 2/3gain as ordinary income because of deprecia-tute a research or storage facility, as de- years or more (for low-income rentaltion if your method of accounting for asset re-scribed earlier under Section 1245 property. housing on which the special 60-monthtirements does not require recognition of thatFor example, if depreciation deductions depreciation for rehabilitation expendi-gain.taken on certain storage facilities amounted to tures was allowed, the 16 2/3 years starts
$10,000, of which $6,000 is from the periods when the rehabilitated property is placedSection 1231 gain.  Any gain recognized thatbefore their use in a prescribed business activ- in service),is more than the part that is ordinary incomeity, you must use the entire $10,000 in deter-

because of depreciation is a section 1231 4) You chose the alternate ACRS methodmin ing  o rd inary  income because  o f
gain. See Treatment of gains and losses under for the types of 15–, 18–, or 19–year realdepreciation.
Section 1231 Property, earlier. property covered by the section 1250

rules, discussed earlier, orDepreciation allowed or allowable.  The
greater of the depreciation allowed or allowa- 5) You dispose of residential rental property
ble is generally the amount to use in figuring or nonresidential real property placed inDepreciation Recapture
the part of gain to report as ordinary income. If, service after December 31, 1986 (or afteron Real Property in prior years, you have consistently taken July 31, 1986, if the election to use

MACRS was made). These properties areproper deductions under one method, the A gain on the disposition of section 1250 prop-
depreciated using the straight lineamount allowed for your prior years will not be erty is treated as ordinary income to the extent
method.increased even though a greater amount of additional depreciation allowed or allowable

would have been allowed under another on the property. To determine the additional
proper method. If you did not take any deduc- depreciation on section 1250 property, see
tion at all for depreciation, your adjustments to Additional Depreciation, later. Gain Treated
basis for depreciation allowable are figured by

as Ordinary Income using the straight line method. Section 1250 property.  This includes all real
To find what part of the gain is treated as ordi-This treatment applies only when figuring property  that is subject to an allowance for de-
nary income, follow these steps:what part of gain is treated as ordinary income preciation and that is not and never has been

under the rules for section 1245 depreciation section 1245 property. It includes a leasehold 1) In a sale, exchange, or involuntary con-
recapture. of land or section 1250 property that is subject version of the property, figure the excess

to an allowance for depreciation. A fee simple of the amount realized over the adjusted
Section 1245 property and other property interest in land is not included because it is not basis of the property. In any other disposi-
in the same disposition.  A sale or other dis- depreciable. tion of the property, figure the excess of
position may involve a combination of section If, because of a change in use, section fair market value over the adjusted basis.
1245 property and other property. To figure 1250 property becomes section 1245 property

2) Figure the additional depreciation for thethe gain or loss on each item, the total amount in the hands of a taxpayer, it may never again
periods after 1975.realized must be allocated among the section be treated as section 1250 property by that

1245 property and the other property in pro- taxpayer. 3) Multiply the smaller of (1) or (2) by the ap-
portion to each item’s fair market value. If a Generally, the deductions taken under plicable percentage, discussed later. Stop
buyer and seller have adverse interests, their ACRS on property placed in service before here if this is residential rental property, or
arm’s-length agreement setting values for the 1987 are treated as ordinary income under if (2) is equal to or more than (1). This is
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the gain that is treated as ordinary income additional depreciation is $700 ($500 allowed Rehabilitation expenditures.  A part of the
because of additional depreciation. special 60–month depreciation adjustment al-the father plus $200 allowed the son).

lowed for rehabilitation expenditures incurred4) Subtract (2) from (1).
in connection with low-income rental housingDepreciation allowed or allowable.  The

5) Figure the additional depreciation for peri- is additional depreciation. After 1986, the spe-greater of depreciation allowed or allowable
ods after 1969 but before 1976. cial 60–month treatment of expenditures is no(to any person who held the property if the de-

longer available, unless the expenditures were6) Add the smaller of (4) or (5) to the result in preciation was used in figuring its adjusted ba-
incurred under a binding contract, or if rehabili-(3). This is the gain that is treated as ordi- sis in your hands) is generally the amount to
tation began, before 1987.nary income because of additional use in figuring the part of the gain to be re-

If the property is held 1 year or less afterdepreciation. ported as ordinary income. If you can show
the expenses are incurred, the entire specialthat the deduction allowed for any tax year
depreciation adjustment is treated as addi-Use Part III, Form 4797, to figure the ordinary was less than the amount allowable, the
tional depreciation. If the property is held moreincome part of section 1250 gain. smaller figure will be the depreciation adjust-
than 1 year after the expenses are incurred,

ment for figuring additional depreciation. the additional depreciation is the excess of theSpecial rule for corporations.  Corporations,
special depreciation adjustments from the re-other than S corporations, have an additional

Retired or demolished property.  The ad- habilitation expenditures over the adjustmentsamount to recognize as ordinary income on
justments reflected in adjusted basis generally that would have resulted if the straight linethe sale or other disposition of section 1250
do not include deductions for depreciation on method, normal useful life, and salvage valueproperty. The additional amount treated as or-
retired or demolished parts of section 1250 had been used.dinary income is 20% of the excess of the
property, unless these deductions are re-amount that would have been ordinary income Example.  On January 6, 1995, Fred
flected in the basis of replacement propertyif the property were section 1245 property Plums, a calendar year taxpayer, sells real
that is section 1250 property.over the amount treated as ordinary income property, in which the entire basis is from reha-

under section 1250. Report this additional or- bilitation expenses of $50,000 incurred inExample.  If a wing of a building is totally
dinary income on line 28(f) of Form 4797, Part 1981. The property was placed in service ondestroyed by fire, the depreciation adjust-
III. January 3, 1982, and under the special depre-ments figured in the adjusted basis of the

ciation provisions for rehabilitation expensesbuilding after the wing is destroyed do not in-
was depreciated under the straight lineclude any deductions for depreciation on theAdditional Depreciation 
method using a useful life of 60 months (5destroyed wing, unless it is replaced and theIf you hold section 1250 property longer than 1
years) and no salvage value. If Fred had usedadjustments for depreciation on it are re-year, the additional depreciation is the excess
the regular straight line method, he wouldflected in the basis of the replacementof actual depreciation adjustments over the
have used a salvage value of $5,000 and aproperty.depreciation figured using the straight line
useful life of 15 years, and had a depreciable

method. For a list of items treated as deprecia-
basis of $45,000. Depreciation under theUseful life and salvage value.  The useful lifetion adjustments, see Depreciation and amor-
straight line method would be $3,000 eachtization  under Depreciation Recapture on Per- and salvage value you use to figure the year (1/15 × $45,000). On January 1, 1995,sonal Property, earlier. amount that would have been the depreciation the additional depreciation for the property

Figure straight line depreciation for ACRS if you had used the straight line method are the was $11,000, figured as follows:
real property by using its 15–, 18–, or 19–year same as those used under the depreciation
recovery period as the property’s useful life. method you actually used. Salvage value and Depreciation Straight Line Additional

The straight line method is applied without useful life are not used for either the ACRS or Claimed Depreciation Depreciation
any basis reduction for the investment credit. MACRS methods of depreciation. If you did 1982 $10,000 $ 3,000 $ 7,000

If you hold section 1250 property for 1 year not use a useful life under the depreciation 1983 10,000 3,000 7,000
or less, all of the depreciation is additional method actually used (such as with the units- 1984 10,000 3,000 7,000
depreciation. of-production method), or if you did not take 1985 10,000 3,000 7,000

You will have additional depreciation if you salvage value into account (such as with the 1986 10,000 3,000 7,000use the regular ACRS method, the declining declining balance method), the useful life or 1987 3,000 (3,000)balance method, the sum-of-the-years-digits salvage value for figuring what would have 1988 3,000 (3,000)method, the units-of-production method, or been the straight line depreciation is the useful 1989 3,000 (3,000)any other method of rapid depreciation. You life and salvage value you would have used 1990 3,000 (3,000)also have additional depreciation if you elect
under the straight line method. 1991 3,000 (3,000)amortization, other than amortization on real

1992 3,000 (3,000)property that qualifies as section 1245 prop-
Property held by lessee.  If a lessee makes aerty, discussed earlier. 1993 3,000 (3,000)
leasehold improvement, the lease period for 1994 3,000 (3,000)
figuring what would have been the straight lineDepreciation taken by other taxpayers or Total $50,000 $39,000 $ 11,000depreciation adjustments and for figuring theon other property.  Additional depreciation
additional depreciation includes all renewalincludes all depreciation adjustments to the
periods. This extension cannot extend the pe-basis of section 1250 property whether al-
riod taken into account to a period which ex- Applicable Percentage lowed to you or another person (as for carry-
ceeds the remaining useful life of the improve-over basis property). The applicable percentage used to figure the
ment. The same rule applies to the cost of amount taxable as ordinary income becauseExample.  Larry Johnson gives his son
acquiring a lease. of additional depreciation depends on whethersection 1250 property on which he took

Renewal period.  The term ‘‘renewal pe- the real property you disposed of is nonresi-$2,000 in depreciation deductions, of which
riod’’ means any period for which the lease dential real property, residential rental prop-$500 is additional depreciation. Immediately
may be renewed, extended, or continued erty, or low-income housing. The applicableafter the gift, the son’s adjusted basis in the
under an option exercisable by the lessee. percentages for these types of real propertyproperty is the same as his father’s and re-
However, the inclusion of renewal periods are as follows.flects the $500 additional depreciation. On
cannot extend the lease by more than two-January 1 of the next year, after taking depre-
thirds of the period that was the basis on Nonresidential real property.  For real prop-ciation deductions of $1,000 on the property,
which the actual depreciation adjustments erty that is not residential rental property, theof which $200 is additional depreciation, the
were allowed. applicable percentage for periods after 1969son sells the property. At the time of sale, the
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is 100%. For periods before 1970, the applica- (130 months less 100 months) rather than 1) One-fourth of the adjusted basis of the
ble percentage is zero and no ordinary income 50% (150 months less 100 months) because it property at the start of the first day of the
will result on its disposition because of addi- does not apply after April 3, 1994, the starting 36–month period, or the first day of the
tional depreciation before 1970. date of the foreclosure proceedings. There- holding period of the property, whichever

fore, 70% of the additional depreciation is is later,
treated as ordinary income.Residential rental property.  For residential 2) One-tenth of the unadjusted basis (ad-

Holding period.  The holding period usedrental property (80% or more of the gross in- justed basis plus depreciation and amorti-
to figure the applicable percentage for low-in-come is from dwelling units) other than low-in- zation adjustments) of the property at the
come housing you acquired generally starts oncome housing, the applicable percentage for start of the period determined in (1), or
the day after it is acquired. Thus, if you boughtperiods after 1975 is 100%. For residential

3) $5,000.low-income housing on January 1, 1979, therental property, the applicable percentage for
holding period starts on January 2, 1979. If youperiods before 1976 is zero. Therefore, no or-

1–year test.  An addition to the capital ac-sold it on January 2, 1995, the holding perioddinary income will result from a disposition of
count for any tax year (including a short taxis exactly 192 full months. The applicable per-residential rental property because of addi-
year) is treated as an improvement only if thecentage for additional depreciation is 8%, ortional depreciation before 1976.
sum of all additions for the year is more than100% minus one percent for each full month
the larger of $2,000, or 1% of the unadjustedthe property was held over 100 full months.Low-income housing.  Low-income housing
basis of the property. The unadjusted basis isConstructed, reconstructed, or erectedincludes the following types of residential
figured as of the start of that tax year or theproperty.  The holding period used to figurerental property:
holding period of the property, whichever isthe applicable percentage for low-income

1) Federally assisted housing projects later. In applying the 36–month test, improve-housing you constructed, reconstructed, or
where the mortgage is insured under sec- ments in any one of the 3 years are omittederected starts on the first day of the month it is
tion 221(d)(3) or 236 of the National entirely if the total improvements in that yearplaced in service in a trade or business, in an
Housing Act, or housing financed or as- do not qualify under the 1-year test.activity for the production of income, or in a
sisted by direct loan or tax abatement personal activity. Example.  The unadjusted basis of a cal-under similar provisions of state or local Property acquired by gift or received in endar year taxpayer’s property was $300,000laws, a tax-free exchange.  For low-income hous- on January 1, 1985. During that year, the tax-

ing acquired by gift or inheritance or in a tax-2) Low-income rental housing for which a payer made improvements A, B, and C, which
free exchange whose basis is figured by refer-depreciation deduction for rehabilitation cost $1,000, $600, and $700, respectively.
ence to the basis in the hands of the trans-expenditures was allowed, Since the sum of the improvements, $2,300, is
feror, the holding period, for the purpose of the less than 1% of the unadjusted basis ($3,000),3) Low-income rental housing held for occu-
applicable percentage, includes the holding the improvements in 1985 do not satisfy the 1–pancy by families or individuals eligible to
period of the transferor. year test and are not treated as improvementsreceive subsidies under section 8 of the

If the adjusted basis of the property in the for the 36–month period test. However, if im-United States Housing Act of 1937, as
hands of the transferee just after acquiring it is provement C had cost $1,500, the sum of theamended, or under provisions of state or
more than its adjusted basis to the transferor 1985 improvements would have been $3,100.local laws that authorize similar subsidies
just before transferring it, the holding period of It would then be necessary to apply the 36–for low-income families, and
the excess is figured as if it were a separate month period to figure if the improvements

4) Housing financed or assisted by direct improvement. See Low-Income Housing must be treated as separate improvements.
loan or insured under Title V of the Hous- With Two or More Elements, next. Addition to the capital account.  Any ad-
ing Act of 1949. dition to the capital account made after the ini-

tial acquisition or completion of the property byLow-Income Housing With
The applicable percentage for periods af- you or any person who held the property dur-Two or More Elements ter 1975 for low-income housing is 100% mi- ing a period included in your holding period is

nus 1% for each full month the property was If low-income housing property has more than to be considered when figuring the total
held over 100 full months. If you have held one separate element, the gain to be reported amount of separate improvements.
low-income housing at least 16 years and 8 as ordinary income is the sum of the ordinary The addition to the capital account of de-
months, the applicable percentage is zero and income figured for each element. preciable real property is the gross addition
no ordinary income wil l  result from its The three types of separate elements are: not reduced by amounts attributable to re-
disposition. placed property. Thus, if a roof with an ad-1) A separate improvement (defined later),

For periods before 1976, the applicable justed basis of $20,000 is replaced by a new
2) The basic section 1250 property plus im-percentage is zero. Therefore, no ordinary in- roof costing $50,000, the improvement is the

provements not qualifying as separate im-come will result from a disposition of low-in- gross addition to the account, $50,000, and
provements, andcome housing because of additional deprecia- not the net addition of $30,000. The $20,000

tion before 1976. 3) The units placed in service at different adjusted basis of the old roof is no longer re-
Foreclosure.  If low-income housing is dis- times before all the section 1250 property flected in the basis of the property. The status

posed of because  of foreclosure or similar is finished. For example, this happens of an addition to the capital account is not af-
proceedings, the monthly applicable percent- when a taxpayer builds an apartment fected by whether it is treated as a separate
age reduction is figured as if you disposed of building of 100 units, and places 30 units property for determining depreciat ion
the property on the starting date of the in service (available for renting) on Janu- deductions.
proceedings. ary 4, 1994, 50 on July 18, 1994, and the Whether an expenditure is treated as an

remaining 20 on January 18, 1995. As a addition to the capital account may depend onExample.  On June 1, 1983, you acquired
result, the apartment house consists of the final disposition of the entire property. Iflow-income housing property. On April 3, 1994
three separate elements. the expenditure item the property and the ba-(130 months after the property was acquired),

sic property are sold in two separate transac-foreclosure proceedings were started on the
tions, the entire section 1250 property isproperty and on December 2, 1995 (150 36–month test for separate improvements.
treated as consisting of two distinct properties.months after the property was acquired), the A separate improvement is each improvement

property was disposed of as a result of the (qualifying under 1-year test, below) added to Unadjusted basis.  In figuring the unad-
foreclosure proceedings. The property quali- the capital account of the property, if the total justed basis as of a certain date, include the
fies for a reduced applicable percentage be- of the improvements during the 36–month pe- actual cost of all previous additions to the cap-
cause it was held more than 100 full months. riod ending on the last day of any tax year is ital account plus those that did not qualify as
The applicable percentage reduction is 30% more than the greater of: separate improvements. However, the cost of
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components retired before that date is not in- From these facts, the sum of the ordinary figure the applicable percentage. See Applica-
income for each element is computed as ble Percentage and its discussion Holding pe-cluded in the unadjusted basis.
follows: riod under Depreciation Recapture on Real

Property, earlier.Holding period.  The following guidelines are
Ordinaryused for figuring the applicable percentage for

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 income Disposition part gift and part sale or ex-property with two or more elements.
change.  If you transfer depreciable personal

1) The holding period of a separate element W . . . . . . . . $12,000÷ property or real property for less than its fair
placed in service before the entire section $24,000 $10,000 68% $ 6,800 market value in a transaction considered to be
1250 property is finished starts on the first

X . . . . . . . . $0÷ partly a gift and partly a sale or exchange, and
day of the month that the separate ele- you have a gain because the amount realized$24,000 $ 0 85% 0
ment is placed in service. is more than your adjusted basis, you must re-Y . . . . . . . . $6,000÷

2) The holding period for each separate im- port ordinary income (up to the amount of$24,000 $ 5,000 92% 4,600
provement qualifying as a separate ele- gain) to recapture depreciation. If the depreci-Z . . . . . . . . $6,000÷

ation (additional depreciation, if section 1250ment starts on the day after the improve- $24,000 $ 5,000 100% 5,000
property) is more than the gain, the balance isment is acquired or, for improvements
carried over to the transferee to be taken intoconstructed, reconstructed, or erected,

Sum of the ordinary income of the account on any later disposition of the prop-the first day of the month that the im-
separate elements $16,400 erty. However, see Bargain sale to charitableprovement is placed in service.

organization, later.3) The holding period for each improvement
Example.  You transferred depreciablenot qualifying as a separate element is

personal property to your son for $20,000.treated as part of the basic property and
When transferred, the property had an ad-takes the holding period of the basic Recapture on
justed basis to you of $10,000 and a fair mar-property.
ket value of $40,000. You took depreciation ofInstallment Sales 
$30,000. You are considered to have made aIf an improvement by itself does not meet If you report the sale of property under the in- gift of $20,000, the difference between thethe 1-year test (greater of $2,000 or 1% of the stallment method, any depreciation recapture $40,000 fair market value and the $20,000unadjusted basis), but it does qualify as a sep- under section 1245 or 1250 is taxable as ordi- sale price to your son. You have a taxable gainarate improvement that is a separate element nary income in the year of sale. This applies on the transfer of $10,000 ($20,000 sale price(when grouped with other improvements even if no payments are received in that year. less $10,000 adjusted basis) that must be re-made during the tax year), determine the start If the gain is more than the depreciation recap- ported as ordinary income from depreciation.of its holding period as follows. Use the first ture income, report the remainder of the gain Because you report $10,000 of your $30,000day of a calendar month that is the closest first using the rules of the installment method. For depreciation as ordinary income on the trans-day to the middle of the tax year. If there are this purpose, add the recapture income to the fer of the property, only the remaining $20,000two first days of a month that are equally close property’s adjusted basis. depreciation is carried over to your son for himto the middle of the year, use the earlier date. If you dispose of more than one asset in a to take into account on any later disposition of

single transaction, you must separately figure the property.Figuring ordinary income attributable to the gain on each asset so that it may be prop-
each separate element.  Figure ordinary in- erly reported. To do this, allocate the selling Gift to charitable organization.  If you givecome attributable to each separate element price and the payments you receive in the year property to a charitable organization, you fig-as follows: of sale to each asset. Any depreciation recap- ure your deduction for your charitable contri-Step 1. Divide the element’s additional de- ture income must be reported in the year of bution by reducing the fair market value of the
preciation after 1975 by the sum of all the ele- sale before using the installment method for property by the ordinary income and short-
ments’ additional depreciation after 1975 to any remaining gain. term capital gain that would have resulted had
determine a percentage. For a detailed discussion of installment you sold the property at its fair market value at

Step 2. Multiply the percentage figured in sales, get Publication 537. the time of the contribution. Thus, your deduc-
Step 1 by the lesser of the additional deprecia- tion for depreciable real or personal property
tion after 1975 for the entire property or the given to a charitable organization does not in-
gain from disposition of the entire property clude the potential  ordinary gain from
(the difference between the fair market value, Other Dispositions depreciation.
or amount realized, and the adjusted basis). You also may have to reduce the fair mar-This section discusses the tax treatment ofStep 3. Multiply the result in Step 2 by the ket value of the contributed property by thetransfers of depreciable property by gift, atapplicable percentage for the element. long-term capital gain (including any sectiondeath, in like-kind exchanges, and in involun-

Example.  You sold low-income housing 1231 gain) that would have resulted had thetary conversions. It also explains how to han-
property at a gain of $25,000 that is subject to property been sold. For more information, seedle a single transaction involving a combina-
the ordinary income rules of section 1250. The Giving Property That Has Increased in Value intion of depreciable property and other
property consisted of four elements (W, X, Y, Publication 526, Charitable Contributions.property.
and Z). The additional depreciation for each
element is: W—$12,000; X—None; Y— Bargain sale to charitable organization.  AGifts $6,000; and Z—$6,000. The sum of the addi- bargain sale is a sale or exchange of property

If you make a gift of depreciable personaltional depreciation for all the elements (Step to a charitable organization for less than its fair
property or real property, you do not have to1) is $24,000. The depreciation deducted on market value. It results in a transaction that is
report income on the transaction. However, ifelement X was $4,000 less than it would have partly a sale or exchange and partly a charita-
the person who receives it (donee) sells orbeen under the straight line method. Addi- ble contribution. A special computation must
otherwise disposes of the property in a dispo-tional depreciation on the property as a whole be made to figure: 1) the gain from the part of
sition that is subject to recapture, the doneeis $20,000 ($24,000 minus $4,000). Because the transaction that is a sale, and 2) the
must take into account the depreciation you$20,000 is lower than the $25,000 gain on the amount of any deductible charitable contribu-
deducted in figuring the gain to be reported assale, $20,000 is used in Step 2. The applicable tion. Primarily, the adjusted basis of the prop-
ordinary income.percentages to be used in Step 3 for the ele- erty must be divided between the part sold and

For low-income housing, the donee mustments are: W—68%; X—85%; Y—92%; and the part given to charity. See Allocation of ba-
take into account the donor’s holding period toZ—100%. sis, next.
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If a deduction for the contribution is not al- Value of contribution . . . . . . . . . . $13,000 Like-Kind Exchanges
lowable, the transaction is treated as a regular Less: Gain on bargain sale that and Involuntarysale. In that case, any gain is figured (without would have been recognized
allocation of basis) in the normal manner (sell- if the contributed part of the Conversions 
ing price less adjusted basis of entire property had been sold at its A like-kind exchange of your depreciable
property). FMV at the time of the property, or an involuntary conversion of the

Allocation of basis.  If a bargain sale re- contribution: property into similar or related property, will
sults in a charitable contribution deduction, the FMV of contributed part $13,000 not result in your having to report ordinary in-
adjusted basis of the property must be allo- Less: Adjusted basis (52% come because of depreciation unless money
cated between the part of the property sold of $12,000) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,240 6,760 or property other than like-kind, similar, or re-
and the part of the property given to charity. lated property is also received in the transac-Contribution deduction
The adjusted basis of the contributed part tion. For information on like-kind exchangesallowable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 6,240
is figured as follows: and involuntary conversions, see chapter 1.

Fair market value You can also figure your deductible contri-
Adjusted basis of of contributed part Depreciable personal property.  If you have× bution by reducing the amount of the contribu-entire property Fair market value a gain from either a like-kind exchange or antion by 52% of the potential ordinary incomeof entire property

involuntary conversion of your depreciableand long-term capital gain attributable to the
To determine the fair market value of the con- personal property, the amount to be reportedcontributed part of the property, as follows:
tributed part, subtract the amount you realized as ordinary income because of depreciation,
on the sale (or the selling price) from the fair figured under the rules explained earlier (seeValue of contribution . . . . . . . . . . . $13,000
market value of the entire property. Depreciation Recapture on Personal Prop-Less: Ordinary income

The adjusted basis of the part sold is fig- erty), is limited to the sum of:($10,000 ×  52%) . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,200
ured as follows: Less: Long-term capital gain 1) The gain that must be included in income

($3,000 ×  52%) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,560 6,760 under the rules for like-kind exchanges orAmount realized
Adjusted basis of (fair market value of part sold) involuntary conversions, plusAmount of contribution . . . . . . . $ 6,240×entire property Fair market value

of entire property 2) The fair market value of the like-kind, sim-
ilar, or related property other than depre-

Example.  In 1995, you sold depreciable ciable personal property acquired in theTransfers at Death 
personal property to a charitable organization transaction.When a taxpayer dies, no gain is reported onfor its adjusted basis of $12,000. The property

depreciable personal property or real propertyhad a fair market value (FMV) of $25,000. It Example 1.  You bought a new machinethat is transferred to his or her estate or bene-originally cost $22,000 and you claimed de- for $4,300 cash plus your old machine forficiary. For information on the tax liability of apreciation of $10,000 for it. If you had sold the which you were allowed a $1,360 trade-in.decedent, get Publication 559, Survivors, Ex-property at its FMV at the time of the contribu- The old machine cost you $5,000 2 years ago.ecutors, and Administrators.tion, $10,000 of the gain of $13,000 ($25,000 You took depreciation deductions of $3,950.However, if the decedent disposed of theminus $12,000 adjusted basis) would have Even though you deducted depreciation ofproperty while alive and, because of his or herbeen recognized as section 1245 ordinary in- $3,950, the $310 gain ($1,360 trade-in allow-method of accounting or for any other reason,come and the remaining $3,000 as long-term ance less $1,050 adjusted basis) is not re-the gain from the disposition is reportable bycapital gain. You made a charitable gift to the ported because it is excluded under the rulesthe estate or beneficiary, it must be reportedorganization of $13,000 ($25,000 minus for like-kind exchanges and you received onlyin the same way the decedent would have had$12,000 selling price). To determine the depreciable personal  property  in  theto report it if he or she were still alive.amount you can deduct, you must reduce the exchange.
Ordinary income due to depreciation mustgift by the gain that would have been recog-

Example 2.  On January 4, 1993, younized as ordinary income if the contributed be reported on a transfer from an executor,
bought office machinery for $1,500. You de-part of the property had been sold at its FMV administrator, or trustee to an heir, benefici-
ducted $300 and $480 under MACRS on yourat the time of the contribution. For this exam- ary, or other individual if the transfer is a sale
1993 and 1994 returns. On January 3, 1995, aple, assume that you must also reduce the gift or exchange on which gain is realized.
fire destroyed the machinery, and you re-by the gain that would have been long-term Example 1.  Janet Smith owned deprecia- ceived $1,200 from your fire insurance, realiz-capital gain (the section 1231 gain). ble property that, upon her death, was inher- ing a gain of $480 ($1,200 minus $720 ad-The sale of your property is a bargain sale ited by her son. No ordinary income because justed basis). You choose to postpone gain,resulting in a charitable contribution. To figure of depreciation is reportable on the transfer, but replacement machinery cost you only1) your gain on the part sold, and 2) the deduc- even though the value used for estate tax pur- $1,000. (See the discussion of Replacementtion you can take for the part contributed, you

poses is more than the adjusted basis of the Property in chapter 25 of Publication 334, Taxmust allocate 48% ($12,000 selling price, or
property to Janet when she died. However, if Guide for Small Business.) Your taxable gainamount realized, divided by $25,000 FMV of
she sold the property before her death and re- under the rules for involuntary conversions isthe entire property) of the adjusted basis to
alized a gain and if, because of her method of limited to the remaining $200 insurance pay-the part sold and 52% ($13,000 FMV of the
accounting, the proceeds from the sale are in- ment. Because all of your replacement prop-gift divided by $25,000) to the part contrib-
come in respect of a decedent reportable by erty is depreciable personal property, your or-uted. Using these allocation percentages, you
her son, he must report ordinary income be- dinary income because of depreciation isfigure the gain you have to report as follows:
cause of depreciation. limited to $200.Gain on part sold:

Example 2.  The trustee of a trust created Example 3.  A fire destroyed office ma-
Sales price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12,000 by a will transfers depreciable property to a chinery you purchased for $116,000. The de-
Less: Adjusted basis (48% ×  $12,000) 5,760 beneficiary in satisfaction of a specific be- preciation deductions were $91,640, and the
Total gain on part sold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 6,240 quest of $10,000. If the property had a value machinery had an adjusted basis of $24,360.
Less: Ordinary income (48% ×  $10,000) 4,800 of $9,000 at the date used for estate tax eval- You got a $117,000 insurance payment, real-

uation purposes, the $1,000 increase in valueSection 1231 gain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1,440 izing a gain of $92,640.
to the date of distribution is a gain realized by You immediately spent $105,000 of the in-
the trust. Ordinary income because of depre-Your charitable contribution deduction is surance payment for replacement machinery
ciation must be reported by the trust on the$6,240, as follows: and $9,000 for stock that qualifies as replace-

Deductible charitable contribution: transfer. ment property, and you choose to postpone
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the tax on your gain. Because $114,000 of the also bought stock for $5,000 to get control of a Your realized gain from the involuntary
$117,000 insurance payment was used to buy conversion was $51,600 ($90,000 – $38,400).corporation owning property similar in use to
replacement property, the gain that must be You chose to postpone tax on the gain underthe property condemned. You choose to post-
included in income under the rules for involun- the involuntary conversion rules. Under thepone the tax on the gain. If the transaction had
tary conversions is the unexpended part, or rules for depreciation recapture on real prop-been a sale for cash only, under the rules de-
$3,000. The part of the insurance payment erty, the ordinary gain was $14,932, but youscribed earlier, $20,000 would have been re-
($9,000) used to buy the nondepreciable did not have to report any of it because of theportable as ordinary income because of addi-
property (the stock) must also be included in limit for involuntary conversions.tional depreciation.
figuring the gain because of depreciation. The basis of the replacement low-incomeThe ordinary income to be reported is

The amount you must report as ordinary in- housing property was its $90,000 cost less the$6,000, which is the larger of:
come on the transaction is $12,000, figured as $51,600 gain on which you postponed tax, or

1) The gain that must be reported under thefollows: $38,400. The $14,932 ordinary gain that you
rules for involuntary conversions, $1,000 did not report is treated as additional deprecia-
($116,000 –  $115,000), plus the fair1) Gain realized on the transaction tion on the replacement property. When you
market value of stock bought as qualified($92,640) limited to depreciation dispose of the property, your holding period for

($91,640) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $91,640 replacement property, $5,000, for a total figuring the applicable percentage of addi-
of $6,000, or tional depreciation to report as ordinary in-

come will have begun December 2, 1986, the2) The gain you would have had to report as2) Gain includible in income
day after you acquired the property.ordinary income because of additional de-(amount unexpended) . . . . . . $3,000

preciation ($20,000) had this transactionFMV of property other than Example 2.  John Adams gets a $90,000
depreciable personal been a cash sale less the cost of the de- fire insurance payment for depreciable real
property (the stock) . . . . 9,000 preciable real property bought ($15,000), property (office building) with an adjusted ba-

or $5,000.Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12,000 sis of $30,000. He uses the whole payment to
buy property similar in use, spending $42,000

Basis of property acquired.  If the ordi- for depreciable real property and $48,000 for
Amount reportable as ordinary income nary income that you have to report because land. He chooses to postpone tax on the

(lesser of (1) or (2)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12,000 of additional depreciation is limited, the total $60,000 gain realized on the involuntary con-
basis of the property you acquired is its fair version. Of this gain, $10,000 is ordinary in-

If, instead of buying $9,000 in stock, you market value (its cost, if bought to replace come because of additional depreciation but is
bought $9,000 worth of depreciable personal property involuntarily converted into money), not reported because of the limit for involun-
property that was similar or related in use to minus the gain on which tax is postponed. tary conversions of depreciable real property.
the destroyed property, you would only report The basis of the property bought is $30,000If you acquired more than one item of prop-
$3,000 as ordinary income. ($90,000 –  $60,000), figured and allocated aserty, allocate the total basis among the proper-

follows:ties in proportion to their fair market value
Depreciable real property.  If you have a (their cost, in an involuntary conversion into 1) The $42,000 cost of depreciable realgain from either a like-kind exchange or invol- money). However, if you acquired both depre- property less $10,000 ordinary incomeuntary conversion of your depreciable real ciable real property and other property, allo- that does not have to be reported isproperty,  the amount to be reported as ordi- cate the total basis as follows: $32,000.nary income because of additional deprecia-

1) Subtract the ordinary income because oftion, figured under the rules explained earlier 2) The $48,000 cost of other property (land)
additional depreciation that you do not(see Depreciation Recapture on Real Prop- plus the $32,000 figured in (1) is $80,000.
have to report from the fair market valueerty), is limited to the larger of:

3) The $32,000 figured in (1) divided by the(or cost) of the depreciable real property
1) The gain that must be reported under the $80,000 figured in (2) is 0.4.acquired.

rules for like-kind exchanges or involun-
4) The basis of the depreciable real property2) Add the fair market value (or cost) of thetary conversions, plus the fair market

is $12,000. This the $30,000 total basisother property acquired to the result in (1).value of stock bought as replacement
multiplied by the 0.4 figured in (3).property in acquiring control of a corpora- 3) Divide the result in (1) by the result in (2).

tion, or 5) The basis of the other property (land) is
4) Multiply the total basis by the result in (3). $18,000. This is the $30,000 total basis2) The gain you would have had to report as This is the basis of the depreciable real less the $12,000 figured in (4).ordinary income because of additional de- property acquired. If you acquired more

preciation had the transaction been a than one item of depreciable real prop- The ordinary income that is not reportedcash sale, less the cost (or fair market erty, allocate this basis amount among ($10,000) is carried over as additional depreci-value in an exchange) of the depreciable the properties in proportion to their fair ation to the depreciable real property that wasreal property acquired. market value (or cost). bought, and may be taxed as ordinary income
on a later disposition.5) Subtract the result in (4) from the total ba-The ordinary income not reported for the

sis. This is the basis of the other propertyyear of the disposition is carried over to the de-
acquired. If you acquired more than onepreciable real property acquired in the like- Depreciable Property
item of other property, allocate this basiskind exchange or involuntary conversion as and Other Propertyamount among the properties in propor-additional depreciation from the property dis-
tion to their fair market value (or cost). in One Transaction posed of. Further, to figure the applicable per-

centage of additional depreciation on low-in- If you dispose of both depreciable property
come housing to be treated as ordinary Example 1.  In 1986, low-income housing and other property in one transaction and real-
income, the holding period starts over for the property that you acquired and placed in ser- ize a gain, you must allocate the amount real-
new property. vice in 1981 was destroyed by fire, and you re- ized between the two types of property in pro-

ceived a $90,000 insurance payment. The portion to their respective fair market values toExample.  The state paid you $116,000
property’s adjusted basis was $38,400, with figure the part of your gain to be reported aswhen it condemned your depreciable real
additional depreciation of $14,932. On De- ordinary income because of depreciation.property for public use. You bought other real
cember 1, 1986, you used the insurance pay- Special rules may apply to the allocation of theproperty similar in use to the property con-
ment to acquire and place in service replace- amount realized on the sale of a business thatdemned for $110,000 ($15,000 for deprecia-
ment low-income housing property. includes a group of assets. See chapter 2.ble real property and $95,000 for land). You
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In general, if a buyer and seller have ad- conversion. You must report $9,000 as ordi- However, the rules for property held for per-
nary income because of depreciation arising sonal use will usually not apply to taxpayersverse interests as to the allocation of the
from this transaction, figured as follows: other than individuals.amount realized between the depreciable

1) The $40,000 insurance payment mustproperty and other property, any arm’s-length
be allocated between the machinery and theagreement between them will establish the Personal use property.  Report gain on the
other property destroyed, in proportion to theallocation. sale or exchange of property held for personal
fair market value of each. The amount allo-In the absence of an agreement, the allo- use (such as your home) on Schedule D. Loss
cated to the machinery is 30,000/50,000 of from the sale or exchange of property held forcation should be made by taking into account
$40,000, or $24,000. The amount allocated to personal use is not deductible. But if you had athe appropriate facts and circumstances.
the other property is 20,000/50,000 of loss from the sale or exchange of real estateThese include, but are not limited to, a com-
$40,000, or $16,000. Your gain on the involun- held for personal use (other than your mainparison between the depreciable property and
tary conversion of the machinery is $24,000 home), report the transaction on Schedule Dall the other property being disposed of in the
less $5,000 adjusted basis, or $19,000. even though the loss is not deductible. Com-transaction. The comparison should take into

2) The $24,000 allocated to the machinery plete columns (a) through (e) and write ‘‘Per-account:
disposed of is treated as consisting of the sonal Loss’’ across columns (f) and (g).1) The original cost and reproduction cost of $15,000 fair market value of the replacement

construction, erection, or production, machinery bought and $9,000 of the fair mar- Caution:  As this publication was being
ket value of other property bought in the trans-2) The remaining economic useful life, prepared for print, Congress was considering
action. All $16,000 allocated to the other prop- tax law changes that would affect capital gains3) The state of obsolescence, and erty disposed of is treated as consisting of the and losses. The line numbers on Schedule D
fair market value of the other property that was4) The anticipated expenditures required to (Form 1040) could change for 1995. See Pub-
bought.maintain, renovate, or modernize the lication 553, Highlights of 1995 Tax Changes,

3) Your potential ordinary income becauseproperties. for further developments. Information on
of depreciation is $19,000, the gain on the ma- these changes will also be available electroni-
chinery, because it is less than the $35,000Like-kind exchanges and involuntary con- cally through our bulletin board or via the In-
depreciation. However, the amount you mustversions.  If you dispose of and acquire both ternet (see page 34 of the Form 1040
report as ordinary income is limited to thedepreciable personal property and other prop- Instructions).
$9,000 included in the amount you realized forerty (other than depreciable real property) in a
the machinery that represents the fair marketlike-kind exchange or involuntary conversion,
value of property other than the depreciable Other forms.  Before completing Schedule Dthe amount realized is allocated the following
property you bought. (Form 1040), you may have to complete otherway. The amount that is allocated to the de-

forms. For the sale of business property, com-preciable personal property disposed of is
plete Form 4797.Form 4797 is used along withtreated as consisting of, first, the fair market
Form 1040, as well as Forms 1065, 1120, andvalue of the depreciable personal property ac-
1120S.quired and, second (to the extent of any re-

For a like-kind exchange, complete Formmaining balance), the fair market value of the 5. 8824. See Reporting the exchange underother property acquired. The amount allocated
Like-Kind Exchanges, in chapter 1.to the other property disposed of is treated as

For an installment sale, complete FormReporting Gainsconsisting of the fair market value of all prop-
6252. See Recapture on Installment Sales, inerty acquired that has not already been taken and Losses chapter 4.into account.

If you dispose of and acquire depreciable
Information returns.  If you sell or exchangereal property and other property in a like-kind
certain assets, you should receive an informa-Topicsexchange or involuntary conversion, the
tion return showing the proceeds of the sale.This chapter discusses:amount realized is allocated the following way.
This information is also provided to the Inter-The amount that is allocated to each of the ● Schedule D (Form 1040)
nal Revenue Service.three types of property (depreciable real prop-

● Form 4797 Form 1099–B.  If you sold stocks, bonds,erty, depreciable personal property, or other
commodities, etc.,  you should receive Formproperty) disposed of is treated as consisting
1099–B or an equivalent statement. WhetherUseful Itemsof, first, the fair market value of that type of
or not you receive Form 1099–B, you must re-You may want to see:property acquired and, second (to the extent
port all taxable sales of stocks, bonds, com-of any remaining balance), any excess fair
modities, etc., on Schedule D. For more infor-Publicationmarket value of the other types of property ac-
mation on figuring gains and losses from thesequired. (If the excess fair market value is more □ 550 Investment Income
transactions, see chapter 4 in Publication 550.than the remaining balance of the amount re- and Expenses

Form 1099–S.  Information reporting mustalized and is from both of the other two types
□ 537 Installment Sales be provided on certain real estate transac-of property, you can apply the excess in any

tions. Generally, the person responsible formanner you choose.)
Form (and Instructions) closing the transaction must report on  Form

Example.  A fire destroyed your property 1099–S sales or exchanges of the following:□ Schedule  D (Form 1040) Capitalhaving a total fair market value of $50,000 and
Gains and Losses 1) Land (improved or unimproved), includingconsisting of machinery worth $30,000 and

air space,nondepreciable property worth $20,000. You □ 4684 Casualties and Thefts
received an insurance payment of $40,000 2) Inherently permanent structures, includ-□ 4797 Sales of Business Property
and immediately used it with $10,000 of your ing any residential, commercial, or indus-

□ 6252 Installment Sale Incomeown funds (or a total of $50,000) to buy ma- trial building,
chinery with a fair market value of $15,000 and □ 8824 Like-Kind Exchanges

3) A condominium unit and its appurtenantnondepreciable property with a fair market
fixtures and common elements (includingvalue of $35,000. The adjusted basis of the
land), ordestroyed machinery was $5,000 and your de- Although this discussion refers to Sched-

preciation on it was $35,000. You choose to 4) Stock in a cooperative housingule D (Form 1040), the rules discussed here
postpone tax on your gain from the involuntary also apply to taxpayers other than individuals. corporation.
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If you sold or exchanged the above types of Total net gain or loss.  Figure your total net In March 1995, Jane also sold a small va-
gain or loss by combining your net short-termproperty, the reporting person must give you a cant lot (acquired in 1977) located across the
capital gain or loss with your net long-termcopy of Form 1099–S or a statement contain- street from the dress shop, which she had
capital gain or loss. Enter the result on line 18,ing the same information as the Form 1099–S. used as parking for her customers. The ad-
Part III. If losses are more than gains, see justed basis of the lot was $6,000 and its salesIf you receive or will receive property or
Treatment of Capital Losses in chapter 3. price was $8,000. She reports the sale in Part Iservices in addition to gross proceeds (cash or

of Form 4797. Jane had a nonrecaptured netnotes) in this transaction, the person reporting
it does not have to value that property or those section 1231 loss of $1,200. She shows this
services. In that case, the gross proceeds re- amount on line 9. Since the net section 1231Form 4797 ported on Form 1099–S will be less than the gain of $2,000 is more than the nonrecaptured
sales price of the property you sold. Figure any loss, that gain is treated as ordinary gain onlyUse Form 4797 to report gain or loss from a
gain or loss according to the sales price, which up to the amount of the loss. Therefore, thesale, exchange, or involuntary conversion of
is the total amount you realized on the property used in your trade or business or held loss amount of $1,200 on line 9 is entered as
transaction. for the production of rents or royalties. an ordinary gain in Part II of Form 4797 on line

13. The loss is also subtracted from the
$2,000 gain on line 8. The $800 balance onSection 1231 gains and losses.  Any section

1231 gains and losses are shown in Part I. A line 10 is a long-term capital gain entered onSchedule D (Form 1040) net gain is carried to Schedule D (Form 1040) Schedule D (Form 1040).
as a long-term capital gain. A net loss is car-Where you report a sale or exchange on
ried to Part II of Form 4797 as an ordinary loss.Schedule D (Form 1040) depends on how Form 8824 If you had any nonrecaptured net sectionlong you held (owned) the property. See chap-

Because Jane entered into a like-kind ex-1231 losses from the preceding 5 tax years,ter 3.
change by trading her business real propertyreduce your net gain by those losses and re-
for other business real property, she must re-port the amount of the reduction as an ordi-Caution:  As this publication was being
port the transaction on Form 8824 and attachnary gain in Part II. Any remaining gain is re-prepared for print, Congress was considering

ported on Schedule D (Form 1040). See the form to her tax return.tax law changes that would affect capital gains
Section 1231 Property, in chapter 4. On lines 16 and 17 of Form 8824, Jane en-and losses. The line numbers on Schedule D

ters the fair market value (FMV) of her new(Form 1040) could change for 1995. See Pub-
Ordinary gains and losses.  Any ordinary property, $120,000, consisting of $95,000 forlication 553, Highlights of 1995 Tax Changes,
gains and losses are shown in Part II. This in- the building and $25,000 for the land. On linefor further developments. Information on
cludes a net loss or a recapture of losses from 18 she enters the adjusted basis of the oldthese changes will also be available electroni-
prior years figured in Part I of Form 4797. It property, $100,000, consisting of $85,000 forcally through our bulletin board or via the In-
also includes ordinary gain figured in Part III. the building and $15,000 for the land. Her real-ternet (see page 34 of the Form 1040

ized gain on line 19 is $20,000. Under the like-Instructions).
Ordinary income due to depreciation re- kind exchange rules, this gain is not recog-
capture.  The ordinary income due to the re- nized. Jane enters ‘‘-0-’’ on lines 20 and 22.

Short-term capital gains and losses.  Gain capture of depreciation on personal property However, because there is additional de-
or loss on the sale or exchange of capital as- and additional depreciation on real property preciation on the old building of $22,540, Jane
sets held one year or less is short-term capital (as discussed in chapter 4) is figured in Part III. must determine whether any of her gain has to
gain or loss and is reported in Part I. The ordinary income is carried to Part II of be recognized as ordinary income under the

Net short-term gain or loss.  Combine Form 4797 as an ordinary gain. Any remaining recapture rules. The old building has a FMV of
your share of short-term capital gains or gain is carried to Part I as section 1231 gain, $90,000. Had the transaction been a cash

unless it is from a casualty or theft. Any re-losses from partnerships, S corporations, or fi- sale, Jane’s ordinary income due to the addi-
maining gain that is from a casualty or theft isduciaries with any short-term capital loss car- tional depreciation would have been limited to
carried to Form 4684.ryover and other short-term gains and losses the realized gain on the building, $5,000

to figure your net short-term capital gain or ($90,000 –  $85,000). That amount is less
loss. than the $95,000 FMV of the new building and,

therefore, there is no ordinary income recog-Example Long-term gains and losses.  Gain or loss on nized on the exchange. The $5,000 ordinary
the sale or exchange of capital assets held Jane Smith is single. At the beginning of 1995, income that does not have to be reported is
more than 1 year is long-term capital gain or she owned and operated Jane’s Dress Shop. carried over to the new building as additional
loss and is reported in Part II. During the year, she traded the land and build- depreciation. Jane enters ‘‘–0–’’ on lines 21

ing where she operated her dress shop forNet long-term gain or loss.  Net section and 23 of Form 8824 and on line 17 of Form
other land and a building. She then opened1231 gain from Part I, Form 4797, after any ad- 4797.
the J. Smith Hardware Store. For the 1995 taxjustment for nonrecaptured section 1231 All of Jane’s $20,000 gain is deferred (line
year, she had this and the following transac-losses from prior tax years, is long-term capital 24). The basis of her new property (line 25) is
tions, which are reported as shown in the ac-gain. It is reported in Part II of Schedule D $100,000, the same as the adjusted basis of
companying filled-in Form 4797 and Form(Form 1040). The following are also reported her old property. Of that amount, $79,167
8824.in Part II: ($95,000 ÷  $120,000) is allocated to the

building and $20,833 ($25,000 ÷  $120,000) is1) Capital gain distributions from regulated
allocated to the land.Form 4797 investment companies, mutual funds, and

real estate investment trusts. Jane was also able to sell all the equipment
she used in her dress shop for $3,000 on Summary 2) Your share of long-term capital gains or
March 16, 1995. She originally paid $6,000 forlosses from partnerships, S corporations, The entries in Part II, Form 4797, show an ordi-it on January 20, 1986, and deducted $4,000and fiduciaries. nary gain of $2,200, which is carried to line 14,in depreciation since then. Therefore, she re-

Form 1040.3) Any long-term capital loss carryover. alized a gain of $1,000. Because the gain was
The entries in Part I, Form 4797, result in aless than the depreciation taken, all her gain is

gain of $800 from section 1231 transactions.The result from combining these items with ordinary income from depreciation. This
This is treated as long-term capital gain andother long-term capital gains and losses is amount is reported in Part III of Form 4797 and
carried to line 12, Schedule D (Form 1040).your net long-term capital gain or loss. entered in Part II, line 14.
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